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1. 0

PURPOSE
The purpose of this analysis is to further document the environmental
qualification of Mobil Oil Corporation's Mobilux EPO, EPl and EP2 and
Mobil grease 28 for use in Limitorque actuators at the Dresden and Quad
Cities Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

2.0
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EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION, LOCATION AND FUNCTION
Per References 4 and 5, Limitorque valve actuators at Dresden and Quad
Cities use two types of lubricants:
Mobilux EP Greases for actuator main gear box
Mobilgrease 28 for actuator Limitswitch gear box.
Per References 2 and 3, the following are the EQ actuators, their location in the plant, environmental conditions and operability requirements:
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QUAD CITIES L IMITORQUE ACTUATORS

LOCATION

Torus
M0-1-1402-4A,B
HPCI Room
M0-1-2301-35
HPCI Room
M0-1-2301-36
NE/SE Corner Room
M0-1-1001-7A-D
M0-1-1001-16A,B NE/SE Corner Room
M0-1-1001-18A,B Torus
M0-1-1001-19A,B NE/SE Corner Room
M0-1-1001-28A,B Torus
M0-1-1001-34A,B Torus
M0-1-1001-36A,B Torus
M0-1-1001-37A,B Torus
HP Heater Bay
M0-1-1001-47
NE/SE Corner Room
M0-1-1001-4A,B
NE/SE Corner Room
M0-1-185A,B
(Zone 37)
M0-1/2-7507A
RWCU HX Room
M0-1-1201-5
Torus
M0-1-3702
Torus
M0-1-3703
Torus
M0-2-1001-34A

NORMAL/
ACCIDENT
TEMP.

OPERATING
TIME

NORMAL•/
ACCIDENT
RADIATION

NA/135
NA/230
NA/230
NA/114
NA/114
NA/135
NA/114
NA/135
NA/135
NA/135
NA/135
NA/120
NA/114
NA/114
NA/104
NA/218
NA/135
NA/135
NA/135

10 minutes
1 hour
1 hour
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
40 Seconds
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
30 Seconds
10 Minutes
10 Minutes
Continuous

7 .9E03/1.1E05
<1.0E04/<1 .OE04
<1.0E04/<1.0E04
<1 .OE04/3.0E06
<1.0E04/2.3E06
7 .9E03/1.1E07
<1 .OE04/1.5E06
7 .9E03/1. 1E07
7. 9E03/ 1 . 1E07
7.9E03/1.1E07
7. 9E03/1. 1E07
4.1E05/<1.0E04
<1.0E04/1.3E06
<1.0E04/1 .3E06
<10E04/2.3E05
1.2E06/<1 .OE04
7.9E03/1.1E05
7 .9E03/1.1E05
7 .3E03/1. 1E07

UN IT
2

2
7
7
6, 5
6, 5
2
6, 5
2
2
2
2
10•
6.5
6.5
37
22
2
2
2

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

M0-1-1001-63
M0-1-1301-16
M0-1-3706
M0-1-2301-4
0-1-220-1
0-/-1001-348

Drywel I
Drywe I I
Drywe I I
Drywe 11
Drywe I I
Torus

150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334
NA/135

30 Days
10 Minutes
10 Minutes
1 Hour
35 Seconds
Continuous

1 . 4E06/ 1 . OE08
2.0E06/3.3E05
3 .2E05/3. 3E05
2.0E06/<1.0E04
3.2E05/<1 .OE04
7 .9E03/1. 1E07

M0-1-1402A,B
M0-1-1402-25A,B
M0-1-1402-38A,B
M0-1-1001-5A,B
M0-1-1001-231\,B
M0-1-1001-26A,B,
M0-1-1001-29A,B
M0-1/2-7504A,B
M0-1/2-7505A,B
M0-1/2-75078
M0-1-202-5A,B

(Zone 27, 21)
(Zone 27, 21)
Torus
NE/SE Corner Room
(Zone 13' 71)
(Zone 13,21)
Torus
(Zone 37)
(Zone 37)
(Zone 37)
Drywe I I

NA/104
NA/104
NA/135
NA/114
NA/104
NA/104
NA/135
NA/104
NA/104
NA/104
150/334

12 Days
12 Days
12 Days
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
2 Minutes

<1.0E04/3.9E05
<1.OE04/3.9E 05
7.9E03/8.9E06
<1.0E04/2.3E06
<1 .OE04/9.6E05
< 1 • OE04/96E05
7.9E03/1. 1E07
< 1 .OE04/1 .6E06
<1.0E04/1.3E06
<1.0E04/2.3E05
3.2E05/6.7E04

I
I
I
I
I

M0-1-2301-5
M0-1-2301-8
M0-1-220-2
M0-1-1001-60
M0-1-1301-17

Torus
Steam
Steam
Steam
Steam

NA/285
150/304
150/304
150/304
150/304

Hour
10 Minutes
35 Seconds
<1 Minute
10 Minutes

7 .9E03/<1.0E04
4.1E05/<1.0E04
4. 1E05/<1 .OE04
4.1E05/<1.0E04
3. 1E05/2. OE04

I
I
I
I
I

M0-1-1201-2
M0-1-1201-2

Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel
Tunnel

ENVIRONMENTAL
ZONE
(UNIT 1)

7
I
I
I

I

I

28 Note
9
1
9
9
2
27, 21
27' 21
2
6, 5
13, 21
13,21
2
37
37
37
9
2
10
10
10
10

9
I
3.2E05/2.2E04
40 Seconds
150/334
Drywe I I
9
I
3.2E05/<1.0E04
30 Seconds
150/334
Drywe I I
(Quad Cities) and
Sievert
program
per
Mr.
M.
EQ
removed
from
wi
11
be
equipment
Note 1 The
Mr. Wy I i e (Bechte I ) .

•
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DRESDEN LIMITORQUE ACTUATORS
NORMAL•/
ACCIDENT
RADIATION

LOCATION

NORMAL/
ACCIDENT
TEMP.

OPERATING
TIME

M0-2-1402-24A,B

(Zone 28' 26)

NA/104

12 Days

M0-2-1402-25A,B

(Zone 28, 26)

NA/104

12 Days

M0-2-1402-38A,B
M0-2-2301-35
M0-2-1501-llA,B
M0-2-1501-21A,B
M0-2-1501-27A,B
M0-2-1501-28A,B

Torus
HPCI Room
SE/SW Corner Room
Torus
(Zone 11, 24)
(Zone 11, 24)

NA/135
NA/230
NA/114
NA/135
NA/104
NA/104

12 Days
1 Hour
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

M0-2-1501-32A,B
M0-2/3-7504A,B
M0-2/3-7505A,B
M0-2/3-7507A,B
M0-2-1201-2,3

SE/SW
(Zone
(Zone
(Zone
(Zone

NA/114
NA/120
NA/120
NA/120
NA/250

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
<30 Seconds

<1.0E04/4,7E05
<1.0E04/4.9E05
<1.0E04/4.7E05
<1.0E04/5.2E05
7.9E03/8.9E06
<1.0E04/<1.0E04
<1 .OE04/2. 1E06
<1.OE04/1.7E06
<1.0E04/1.4E06
<1.0E04/1.1E06
<1.OE04/9.6E05
<1.0E04/2.3E06
<1.0E04/3.3E06
<1.0E04/3.3E06
<1 . OE04/2. 9E05
1.2E06/<1.0E04

M0-2-1201-1
M0-2-1201-lA
M0-2-3706
M0-2-220-1
M0-2-1501-3A,B
M0-2-2301-4
M0-2-202-7A,B

Drywe 11
Drywel I
Drywe 11
Drywel I
SE/SW Corner Room
Drywe 11
Drywe 11

150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334
NA/114
150/334
150/334

30 Seconds
<30 Seconds
30 Seconds
<35 Seconds
Continuous
1 Hour
2 Minutes

M0-2-202-5A,B

Drywe 11

150/334

M0-2-2301-5
M0-2-2301-8
M0-2-220-2
M0-2-205-2-4
M0-2-1301-2
M0-2-1301-3
M0-3-2301-36

Torus
Steam Tunnel
Steam Tunnel
RWCU P i.peway
Steam Tunnt::I
Steam Tunnel
Torus

M0-2-1001-lA,B
M0-2-1301-1
M0-2-1301-4
M0-3-1001-lA
M0-3-1201-1
M0-3-1001-18

Drywe 11
Drywel I
Drywe 11
Drywe 11
Drywe 11
Drywe I I

Corner Room
30)
30)
30)
22)

I

28, 26

I

28, 26

I
I
I
I
I
I

2
6
5,
10,
11,
11,

I

4
14
24
24

I

5, 4
30
30
30
22

3.2E05/1.7E04
3. 2E05/1 •7E04
3. 2E05/ 1 . 7E04
3.2E05/<1.0E04
<1.0E04/4.4E06
2.0E06/<1.0E04
3.2E05/6.7E04

I
I
I
I
I

8
8
1
8
5, 4
32

2 Minutes

3.2E05/6.7E04

I

8

NA/262
150/304
150/304
NA/250
150/304
NA/304
NA/262

Hour
1 Minute
<35 Seconds
<1 Minute
<30 Seconds
<30 Set:onds
1 Hour

7 .2E03/<1 .OE04
4. 1E05/<1 .OE04
4.1E05/<1.0E04
1.2E06/<1 .OE04
4.1E05/<1.0E04
<1.0F04/<1.0[Q4
7 .9E03/<1.0E04

I
I
I
I
I
I

2
9
9
22
33
25*
2

150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334
150/334

<40
<30
<30
<40
<30
<40

3.2E05/2.2E04
2 .OE06/1. 7E04
3.2E05/1.7E04
3.2E05/2.2E04
3.2E05/1.7E04
3.2E05/2.2E04

Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
Seconds
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ENVIRONMENTAL
ZONE
(UNIT 1)

UNIT

I
I

8
32
8
8
8
8

Hence, the worst case environment for the subject greases is as summarized below:
Parameter

Normal Service
150°F

349°F - 0 to 30 min
287°F 30 - 70 min

Pressure

14.7 psia

70 psia

Hurni dity

20 - 90%

100%

Temperature (°F)

Demineralized Water

Spray
Radiation
4.0

LOCA/HELB

2.0E06 Rads

l.1E07 Rads

SIMILARITY ANALYSIS
Mobilux EPO, EPl, and EP2 are used in Limitorque operators at Dresden
and Quad Cities stations. Per Reference 13, these three greases are
identical in the amounts and types of additives and types and ratio of
base oils. Typically the composition is as given below (Mobil Oil Corp.
Product Data Sheets):
CHARACTERISTIC

MOBILUX EPO

NLGI No.
Structure
Soap Type
Color
Penetration at 77°F (25°CJ
Unworked, min-max.
Worked 60 strokes, min-max.
Dropping Point, min °F (Cl
Mineral Oi I %

0

MOBILUX EP2
2

smooth

smooth
smooth
Unleaded Lithium 12 Hydroxystearate
Medium brown
Medium brown
Medium brown
350-390
355-385
340 ( 171)
92
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MOBILUX EPl

305-345
310-340
340 ( 171)
89

260-300
265-295
350 ( 171)
87

CHARACTERISTIC

MOBILUX EPO

MOBILUX EPl

MOBILUX EP2

Viscosity of Oi I
SUS at 100°F
SUS at 210°F
est at 4o 0 c
cSt at 100°C
Timken OK Load. min. lb (kg)
Rust Test ASTM D 1743
Bomb Oxidation Stabi I ity #PSI Drop max.

900
70/80
170
13.0/16.0
40 (18)
Pass
10

900
70/80
170
23.0/26.0
40 (18)
Pass
10

900
70/80
170
13.0/16.0
40 (18)
Pass
10

The degradation of greases depends largely upon their base oil, gelling
agents and additives. Since all three have the same ingredients, and
vary only in the amount of additives, the effect of environment on the
overall property of the products can be considered almost the same when
subjected to the same environmental conditions. Both EPO and EPl have
the same base oil viscosity, dropping point, and performance
characteristics which show that the products should perform similarly
when subjected to postulated environmental conditions. The similarity
among the tested greases has been proven by the results of the test,
namely:
•

all greases had darkened
the EPO and EP2 grease samples showed no evidence of separation
but both have shown evidence of grease lumping.

Per Reference 13, the extent of degradation of the Mobilux EPO, EPl and
EP2 greases (as measured by infrared scan or penetration tests) is
essentially equivalent following exposure to identical environmental
conditions which produce thermal or radiation-induced stresses. As part
of the EQ program conducted by Wyle Lab. (Ref. 1) according to the
requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Mobilux EPO, EPl and EP2 were exposed to
a sequence of normal and accident radiation and thermal aging. Periodically throughout the test program, samples of the greases were evaluated
by IR scan and penetration testing. The IR scans, which indicate
changes in chemical composition such as oxidation, showed equivalent

Y/QRP/RDRE-CQFJl

•
levels of degradation of the EPO and EP2. Since their relative baseline
consistencies are different, their 11 post degradation 11 consistencies are
as well. However, consistency versus time curves were parallel for the
two greases throughout the test sequence.
Hence, the testing performed on EPl and EP2 can be extended for the
qualification of EPO.
5.0

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS/ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The ability of Limitorque actuators, packed with the subject greases, to
provide torque and/or thrust required to actuate simulated valve load to
either the open or closed position constitutes the acceptance
criteria. The actuators performance will be judged by the stroke timing
and by the value of the motor current.

6.0

QUALIFICATION JUSTIFICATION
Qualification of the subject greases is based upon the type testing
\JC.l"fol"'mod to 'i'im11lnt.P nctu9.l environmental conditions. The test data
presented in Reference 1 report is evaluated against the pertorrrtahe~ drill
environmental requirements. The test sequence is as follows:
•

Penetration and Dropping Point Tests (ASTM D-217/D-566) and Mobil
Oil Co infrared (IR) Test

•

Normal Radiation Exposure
Thermal Aging
Accident Radiation Exposure

•

•

Penetration, Dropping Point and IR Tests
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6.1

•

Cyclic Aging

•

DBE Simulation Test

•

Penetration, Dropping Point and IR Tests •

Penetration, Dropping Point and Mobil IR Test
•

ASTM D-217 - Cone penetration of lubricating grease - Measurement of
the grease consistency by penetration of a standard cone.

•

ASTM D-566 - Dropping point of lubricating greases - Measurement of
the dropping point of the grease as an indication of the maximum
temperature that it can be exposed to without liquification or oil
separ~tion.

•

The tests were performed on grease samples in both unworked and
worked conditions. At least 60 strokes were given prior to performing worked test.

•

6.2

IR testing was performed on worked samples at Mobil Oil Corporation •

Normal Radiation Exposure
The greases were placed into static containers and irradiated to a level
of 2.2E06 rads gamma air equivalent which envelops the required radiation dose during normal service operation.

6.3

Thermal Aging
Per Reference 1, Section 10, the samples of greases (except Mobilux EPO)
were thermally aged at 250°F for 300 days.
The Mobilux EPO sample was thermally aged at 250°F for 100 days.
-8-
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6.4

Accident Radiation Exposure
The grease samples were irradiated to a level of 1.1E07 rads at a rate
of l.OE06 rads/hr using a Co-60 source. This meets the plant's requirement for 40 years plus accident.

6.5

Cycle Aging
After thermal aging, radiation and the ASTM tests, the grease samples
were placed in each of three Limitorque actuators. The Mobilux EPO, EPl
and EP2 were used in the main gear case and Mobil Grease 28 was used in
the Limitswitch gear case. The actuators were then cycle tested to
simulate at least 120 full stroke and return cycles.

6.6

Accident Simulation
After cycle aging, the actuators were placed in an environmental chamber
and subjected to an accident test simulating the 70 minute OBA requiremenL as given below:
for
for

30 minutes
40 minutes

The Limitorque actuators (including lubricants) inside drywell are required to remain operable for up to one hour after any OBA. The worst
case peak temperature during any OBA for which the lubricants are required to be qualified is 334°F in the drywell. This value has been
enveloped by the test with a margin of 15°F.
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•
The actuators outside drywell are required to remain operable for up to
one year after any OBA. The only harsh parameter during a LOCA is radiation. The HELB parameter for these actuators is less severe than that
of the inside drywell actuators and; therefore, is enveloped by the
test.
6.7

Pressure
The peak pressure during the accident test was 71 psia. This pressure
exceeds the postulated worst case pressure of 62 psia in the drywell.
Pressure qualification is~ therefore. considered acceptable.

6.8

Humidity
During the accident test, the actuators with greases were subjected to
steam/100% RH environment for 70 minutes, which simulated the actual installation requirement.

6.9

Demineralized Water Spray
The spray requirement for Dresden and Quad Cities Stations is dem1neralized water spray and is manually initiated. During the accident test,
a demineralized water spray was initiated after 30 minutes into the test
and continued for the rema1n1ng 40 minutes of the test. The spray rate
used was 0.15 gpm/ft 2•

6.10 Submergence
There are no submergence requirements for the Limitorque actuators (with
lubricants) at Dresden and Quad Cities.
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6.11

Performance Evaluation
The actuators, lubricated with thermally aged and irradiated greases,
were cycled for 120 full cycles before the accident simulation test.
Pages 177, 178 and 179 of Reference 1 are the recorded data of stroke
time (in seconds) and the maximum current (in amperes) during the
closing stroke and the opening stroke. The stroke time is constant
throughout the cycle aging and there is very little variation in the
motor current (maximum of ± 0.13 amp.) which is indicative of l.ittle
change in valve operability. The actuators cycling was performed at a
constant calculated load.

6.12 The Greases Life Evaluation
The activation energy information for lubricants is not currently available in the industry since programs to environmentally qualify lubricants have not been performed except as part of specific equipment
qualification.
In the absence of the activation energy value of greases, qualified life
is determined utilizing the 11 10-0egree Rule. 11 The basis for the
applicability of 10°c rule is given in CQO #045164 (Ref. 12). The
11
10-0egree Rule 11 basically states that life is reduced by one-half for
each increase in temperature of 10°c. In mathematical form the 11 100egree Rul e 11 is as follows:

Reference 6 through 11 basically support the
evaluation of the life of greases .

•
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11

10-0egree Rule 11 in the

'.
''

The greases were thermally aged at 25ci°F for 300 days. Mobilux EPO will
have the same qualified life as Mobilux EPl and EP2 due to similarity.
Using the 11 10-Degree Rule 11 , where:
300 days
25o 0 (394.1°K)
150°F (338.6°K)

r

The greases qualified life is:
tSER =_ 38.6 years at 150°F service temperature
It should be rioted that the greases• qualified life is not affected by a
change in physical properties of the greases, as evidenced by the results of the test performed. The post-test inspection revealed that all
greases had darkened. The EPl grease sample was -noted to have reduced
to a majority liquid form. The EPO and EP2 grease samples have some
lumps. The Mobilgrease 28 sample was noted to have hardened to the
·point of ma~ntaintng no viscosity~ in spite of all of the above physical deterioration, the greases met the acceptance criteria by allowing
the actuators to perform their required functions during cycle aging and
accident simulation tests.
7.0

CONCLUSION
The evaluation of the Wyle Test Report No. 17019-1 (Reference 1) indicates that the Mobil greases Mobilux EPO, EPl and EP2 and Mobilgrease 28
are acceptable lubricants for·the Limitorque actuators installed at
Dresden/Quad Cities Nuclear Stations with a qualified life of 38.6 years
in accordance with the requirements of NUREG 0588 Category I.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

'

Apr1l 12, 1988
NRC INFORMATION NOTICE NO. 88-12:
Addressees:
-All holders

OVERGREASING OF ELECTRIC MOTOR BEARINGS

of operating licenses or construction permits for nuclear power

reactors.
Purpose:
This information notice is being provided to alert addressees to problems
caused by accumulation of grease on electric motors used to drive rotating
equipment in nuclear power plants. It is expected that recipients will
review the infonnation for applicability to their facilities and consider
·actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However, suggestions
contained in this infonnation notice do not constitute NRC requirements;
therefore, no specific action or written response is required.
Description of Circumstances:
NRC per·sonnel observed accumulations of grease on the air vent screens of
electric motors used for driving such rotating equipment as fans and pumps
at the Millstone and Calvert Cliffs nuclear power plants. The grease appeared to have come from overgreasing of the electric motor bearings. Grease
was forced out of the bearing $eals, onto the stator windings and rotor, from
where it either fell or was thrown onto the inside of the motor housing. Because of these observations, the NRC began an investigation into problems that
have been caused in the past, or ~ould be caused in the future, by the over· ·
greasing of electric motor bearings.
Several electric motor overgreasing events were identified that have led to
failures of nuclear plant components:
0

0

At a nuclear plant in 1975, overgreasing of the motor bearings caused the
failure of the containment cooler fans when a bearing failed and seized.
At Susquehanna Unit 1, on July 24, 1984, excessive grease buildup in the
electric motor of a motor generator set caused the set to shut down and
resulted in the spurious emergency actuations of th~ standby gas treatment
system and the control room emergency outside air system (LER 387/84-036).

,

,

.
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At Palisades Unit f, overgreasing of the motor bearings caused the containment cooler fans to fail on three different occasions: On July 7, 1986,
overgreasing of the motor shaft bearings caused the bearings to skid instead of roll. This caused the motor to overheat and automatically shut
down. On August 8, 1986, and again on August 11, 1986, overgreasing caused
the motor bearings to deteriorate which, in turn, caused the motor and fan
to vibrate, and bolts on the equipment to loosen and fail (LER ?.55/86-031).

In addition to these overgreasing events, a number of cases have been reported
in which excessive motor bearing grease caused problems that were caught before
the systems actually failed. For example, at a nuclear plant in 1978, excessive grease in a motor bearing in the service-water system caused the bearing
to become abnonnally hot and noisy. At another nuclear plant in 1986, grease
from a bearing in the component cooling pump motor ran into the motor, causing
it to smoke.
Discussion:
The
the
and
are

NRC staff has solicited technical infonnation and operating experience on
problems caused by the overgreasing of electric motor bearings from motor
bearing manufacturers, as well as from other licensees. Their responses
sull1llarized in this discussion.

Two basic mechanisms involving overgreasing of bearings can lead to the failure
of electric motors:
(1)

The excess grease will leak out from the bearing seal and be deposited
on the stator and rotor windings. The grease deposits create a thennal
barrier between the windings and their cooling air, leading to an increase
in motor temperature. For motors designed to use outside air to cool the
windings, the temperature is increased still more by the buildup of dirt,
dust, and other foreign, materials that:adhere to the grease. It_ is estimated that for every l0°F rise in motor temperature, the insulation life
of the windings is reduced by half. The deterioration of the winding
insulation then causes the motor to "short out".

(2)

The excess grease causes a "churning" action of the ball bearings within
their housing, increasing the temp~rature of the grease and bearings.
As the temperature approaches the upper functional design limit of the
grease, viscous or hard residues fonn, causing a breakdown of the lubricating characteristics of the grease. The bearing temperature then rises
higher, and eventually causes a reduction 1n bearing hardness and a subsequent breakdown of the bearing. A rule of thumb, based on certain
;!
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manufacturers' tests, is that grease life is halved for every 25°F ·
increase in temperature and is doubled for every 25°F decrease in
temperature.
High bearing temperature may also cause the inner race of the bearing to
expand and slip on the r.otor shaft. The expansion and slippage of the
bearing's inner race leads to a misalignment between the rotor shaft and
the bearing; this misalignment can.cause contact between the rotor and
stator. Once contact occurs, the windings short and burn out.
One frequent cause of excess grease problems is the failure to provide an exit
path for the displaced grease when new grease is added. This can result from
the failure to remove the grease drain plug, or from failure to unblock drain
lines that have become plugged by hardened grease or dirt. Another frequent
cause is the addition of too much grease. The correct amount must be determined for each situation. Bearing manufacturers generally reconmend filling
the motor bearing void space from one-third to one-half full of grease. However, the optimum amount can vary from 20% to 80% full, depending on such
···factors as·the application -0f the motor~ the environment of the motor, the
retainer design, and the type of grease.
The following actions can be taken to correct or prevent motor overgreasing
and related problems:

I

I.

( 1)

Review motor lubrication procedures to ensure that they identify the
type and quantity of grease to ~se, the specific fill and . drain_nozzles
to uncap, and the length of time motors should be run with drain plugs
off after greasing the bearings.

(2)

To prevent foreign materials from contaminating the grease, ensure that
grease containers are covered during periods of storage and that nozzles
and grease fittings are cleaned.

( 3)

Determi'ne the optimum quantity and correct type of grease required for
each motor by examining the manufacturer's reconmendations and by monitoring the behavior of grease added to motors.

(4)

Consider using prelubricated sealed bearings in applications where relubrication is difficult, where contaminants can adulterate the grease,
or where overgreasing might damage safety systems.

It should be noted that the vast majority of the reported lubrication-related
incidents have been the result of underlubrication rather than overlubrication.
This notice is not intended to discourage the adequate lubrication of motor
bearings, but to prevent overgreasing problems by encouraging a thorough understanding of correct lubrication procedures.
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No specific action or written response is required by this information notice.
If you have any questions about this matter, please contact the technical
contact listed below or the Regional Administrator of the appropriate regional
off ice.

/-}£..~~cf- tll~-vr

~~t:s E. Rossi, Director
Division of Operational Events Assessment
Office of Nuclear Reactor Re~ulation

Technical Contacts:
z.,1::.

Donald C. Kirkpatrick, NRR

l"-1

fl'-- ' )
Pr~.1 1

( 301) 492-1152

Attachment:

List of Recently Issued NRC Infonnation Notices

•
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5.

Limitorque Corporation Qualification Test
Report B0058
Limitorque Valve Actuator Qualification for
Nuclear Power Station Service Tests Conducted
for IEEE 382(72), 323(74), and 344(75),
dated June 11, 1980
(not included)

•'

6.

Limitorque Corporation Appendix A to B0058,
Lubrication Data Form LC8, October 13, 1979,
Lubrication Inspection Procedure and Data

''

7.

•

Lirnitorque Corporation Appendix A to B0058,
Lirnitorque Maintenance Procedure Form LC9,
June 21, 1977
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LIMITORQUE CORPORATION l~I

LUBRICATION lt-4SPECTION PROCEDURE a DATA

I

GENERAL
Proper lubrication is an absolute essential in achieving the design life of all types of power
transmission products and Llmltorque valve controls are no exception.
.
------

The destgn of the actuator has been specially tailored to absolutely minimize themaintenance and re-lubrication requirements; however, periodic inspection is the only way
to guarantee trouble-free service.
Limitorque utill~es a totally sealed gear case factory-packed with grease~ The gear case can
be mounted in any position (as all penetrations Into it are sealed); however, those mounting
positions which would.cause vulnerable areas of. the operator (e.g., motor.and limit switch
ompartment) to be saturated with lubricant should a seal failure occur, should be avoided
possible and are not recommended. Grease is used in normal service instead of olf to
minimize the Impact of a seal failure (should one occur)._
No seal can remain absolutely tight at all times; therefore; It Is not unusual to find a very
· small. ;amount of weeping around shaft seals-especially during. long periods of Idleness
such as storage. The use of grease minimizes this condition as much as possible. Should a
small amount of weeping be found In the llmlt switch compartment on start-up, It should be·
removed with a cleart rag. Once the equipment has begun operating, this phenomenon
should disappear.

LUBRICATION INSPECTION
It is recommended that all Limltorque operators be Inspected for proper lubrication· prior to
operating-especially if they had been stored for a long period of time.

FREQUENCY
The frequency of· lubrication Inspections should be based upon historical data on the installed equipment. Every operator application has Its own effect on lubricants and each
facility should pattern Its inspections around its particular needs. The following schedule of
lubrication inspection should be followed until operating experience indicates otherwise.

-·-aln
__ .
·

Gear Case: Inspect lubrication on approximate Intervals of 18 months or 500
cycles-whichever occurs first. Lubricate the Zerk fitting In the housing
cover at the same interval.
Geared Limit Switch: Inspect lubrication on approximate intervals of 36 months or 1000
cycles-whichever occurs first.
LC-8
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' 'The ·itlree primary considerations In a lubrication Inspection are: (I) Quantity; (2) Quality;
'(3) Consistency.
_ _ _ _

---=--·
--.:;;_'.;_;.~·

·auantlty - Umltorque operators are bullt to operate on the partial lmmenilon prfnciple.
The primary concern In the amount of lubrlcant Is whether the 11worm" Is totally Immersed In grease. This- can be verified by the use of one or more of the many ...flll" and
.. drain"• plugs provided on the operator housing.

Quallty· - When removing a 11flll" or

11

draln" plug; to 1·napect the lube level, remove a
small amount and Insure that It Is clean and free of· any contaminant Including water.
Should dirt, water, or other foreign matter by found,. the units should be flushed with a
_ commercial degreaser/cleaner llke Exxon VARSOL #t or #3 which Is non-con:osJve· and. ..
does.not affect seal materials such as Buna Nor Vlton. Repack unltwlth fresh lubricant.- -. ,.. :.
Consistency • The main- gear· box lubricant should. be- stlghtly fluid approximating a
.
standard NLGl-1 gr-de consistency or less. Thinners such as Amoco WAYTAC #31 oil . .
may be added provided the volume of thinner does not exceed 20o/o of the total lubricant. !
f-¥

The geared limit switch lube should be soft to the touch approximating-an NLGl-2 consistency or less.

Type

United Size

Manufacturer

Color

v~

'

Base

-S~&03

Nebula EPO (Rw.1)

Exxon

Dark Tan

Calcium Complex

**SMBISBISBO

Nebula EPO (Rev.1)

Exxon

Dark Tan

CaJclum Complex

• •SMBISBISBDIWB
o to 4

Nebula EPO (Rav.1)

Exxon

Dark Tan

Calcium Complex

SMBIWB-6
••All HBC Sizes

50 EP (XC-421-39)

Sun Oil Co.

Black

Nebula EPO (Rev. 1)

Exxon

Dark Tan

Uthlum Le•d
Calcium Complex

000,00

*Temperature rating baaed on continuous ambient vs. the'tlme·lnterval for Inspection.
**For nuclear containment safety related active units, Nebula EPOla used.
SMBISBISBD-000 & 00 lube was changed from Sun 50 EP (XC-421-39) to Nebula EPO on all unit
sertal numbers 295810 and higher.
.
SMBISBISBDIWB through 4 lube waa changed from Nebula EPf to N.t>ula EPO on all serial
numbers 302292 and higher.
.
All HBC stzea lube was changed from Nebula EPI to Nebula EPO on all serial numbers 302262 and
higher.

o

GEARED LIMIT SWITCH:
Humble 011 Company • Beacon 325-Llght Gray - acceptable· substitute Mobil 28.

MOTOR BEARINGS:
Motors furnished with Llmltorque valve controls are lubricated for life.

UBRICANT SUBSTITUTES:·
'YPical comrnerlclally available lubricants other than those used by Llmltorque for which
manufacturers data Indicates compatablllty wltt'I LJmltorque operators are shown below
with the temperature range recommended by the manufacturer.

;._..,,

_ .tM•llufacwrer
wr

Exxon
OH-·
-Cities Service
Mobil 011 Co.
Shell 011

Fiske
Texaco
Tidewater ou

Type
**Humble P290
Llthollne HEP1
Gulfcrown EPO
City AP
Mobllux EPO
Carina O
Lubrlplate Low Temp.
Marfak 0
Low Temp. EP
Veedol Alltho 10-

Tempentunt Range .
-

40'F to 120'F
10'F to 220'F
2QOF to 220'F _
0-F to 220'F _
10-F to 220-F
1oeF to 250'F

-40'F to 150'F.

_

+ 20'F to 200'F" - .
-40'Fto~F

-10'F to 150'F

a...
Lithium Line
Uthlum
llt-h4um _
1-lthlumLlthtum 12
_ ..
.· . Hydroxystearate.·
No Soap
Lithium
Sodium .
Uthlum
Uthlum

•• Tested and used by Umltorque for appllcatlons· at low temperatures ( -SO-F to -70°F).
Consult Llmltorque If the temperature range Is beyond the llmltatlons shown above.

The standard-lubricants used by Llmltorque have been proven extremely reliable over manyyears of service. There- are, however, many other lubricants available which may be- used inplace of the standard.
Do not add a different lubricant to a Lim/torque operator unless It Is of the same soap bast>
existing lubricant unless you have received the approval of the lubricant manufa<>-;,,,

f;,:;.e

The minimum lubricant qualltles required by Limitorque are:
1

•

.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I
ii·

8

Should contain an "EP'' additive.
Must be suitable- for the temperature range Intended.
Must be water and heat resistant and non-separating.
Mus·t not create more than 8°/o swell In Buna N or Vlton.
Must not contain any grit, abrasive, or fillers.
Must slump _,-prefer·NLGI grade Oto 1.
Must not be corrosive to steel gears, ball or roller bearings.
Dropping point must be above 316°F for temperature ranges of - 200F to 150°F.
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LUBRICANT REQUIREMENTS
UNIT SIZE
SMC04
SMB/SB-000
SMB/SBISBD-00
SMBISB/SBD/WB-0
SMB/SB/SBD/WB-1
SMB/SBISBD/WB-2
SMBISBISBD/WB-3
SMB/SB/SBD/WB-4
SMB/WB-4T
SMB/WB-5T

AmowJt of Lubricant
Approx. Volume.
Gallons
.15
.50
.50
1.00
1.50
1.75
5.50
8.50
8.00
7.50*

__ .

Approx. Weight

Poundl
1.0

3.5
4.0:
9.5
15.0
14.5
50.0
75.0
71.0
65.0*

*Add t gallon/7.lbs. for thrust bearing assembly in SMB5 thrust-type unit.

HOBC
H1BC
H2BC
H3BC
H4BC
HSBC
H6BC
H7BC
H10BC

,.
'
~

.20
.35
.50·

1.40
3.50
5.20
9.25
14.50

26.00

1.5

3.0
4.0
12.0
30.0
45.0
80.0

125.0
225.0

?"";:.

LIMITORQUE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURE

-·

"-_:;.:.-·

MAJOR MAINTENANCE:

The need for major maintenance on- Limftorque equipnent occurs when sane
operational deficiency is evident. Care should be taken to evaluate the
def1c'fency 1n order to detennine the extent to W.fch the major- maintenance
should proceed. Major maintenance should always include the routfoe
maintenance requi ranents but 1n add1 ti on should proceed as fal 1ows :- ·
1.

*Disassembly of deficient portion of equipment.

2.

Replacement of any damaged or excessively worn conponent
with new factory parts. It is reconmended that wonn- and·
wonn gears be replaced as a set to ensure the greatest
benefit from the replacanent.
_

3.

Replacement of lubricant ff main gear box was involved
in the major maintenance~

4.

Replacement of all torn gaskets and seals.

5.

Inspect .stem and stem nut thread ,carefully for wear .
and/or danage.
·

--

~

~

6. Check operability of all electrical control components
before reinstallation.
c.

'._...:;..._
t:.
} .
,_;

*Complete disassembly and reassembly instnict1ons are available for
all equ1pnent.

f-~
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.1KQUE

MAINTENANCE PROCEOORE

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE:
A schedu.1 e- shou 1d be made to peri od1ca11 y f nspect a11 Lim-i torque equipment.
The time interval of this inspection should depend upon- the frequency of
operat1m and the ambient environnental conditions in which the equipment
is· stored or installerl. A minimtm inspection period of eighteen months
should be used as a base until experience indicates otherwise. This routinemaintenance should include 1. Remove limit switch compar1ment and/or control cabinet cover. Should
moisture be evident, dry the ccnpartment and components.
2.

Inspect and clean all electrical controls and contacts in the limit
switch canpartment and/or control cabfneto This cleaning should consist
of wiping clean of all electrical contacts with electrical type solvent
cleaner similar to CRC Lectra Clean and remova.1 of foreign residue.

3. Check all tenninal connections for tightness.

'?c.

__ .:..::

~:,:_~L

4. Clean gasketed surfaces on limit switch compartment·and/or control
cabinet cover. Replace all damaged gaskets or seals for weatherproof
or submersible units. Wipe a coating (approximately 2 mils) of
lightweight bearing grease on surfaces of explosion-proof cover flanges
for protection.
5.

Inspect lubricant per Lubrication Procedure. Visually check shaft
penetrations· for indications of seal leakage. If abnonnal leakage is
found; the seal should be replaced. (Slight oil weepage is not cause
for seal replacement.} SEE MAJOR MAINTENANCE.

6. Megger the motor.

(One MEG-OHM or'better is considered nonnal.)

7. Clean and lubricate the valve stem (obtain valve manufacturer's
recCll11lE!ndation for lubricant) for rising stem applications.
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Limitorque Corporation, Limitorque type SMB,
Instruction and Maintenance Manual Bulletin SBMI-82B,
1982

·.'""A

. .
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Limitorque Corporation/Lynchburg. Virginia

Your Limitorque . :l
Valve Control.. . ··
Limitorque is the most advanced valve
control on the morl~et ... the result of
many years of constant improvement
and development. This bool~let hos been
prepared to help you obtain the most
benefit and use from your Limitorque
valve controls. It contains instructions on

the installation and maintenance of these
units. plus helpful suggestions enabling
you to become thoroughly familiar with
the location and proper use of operating
controls. [lefore you do anything be sure
to read this bool~let through at least once.
then always l~eep it handy for ready reference.
Limitorque controls the opening and closing travel of the valve and limits the
torque and thrust loads with its torque

Whereto
Find Information
INSTALLATION TIPS AND mOUl3LE-SHOOTING
DESCRIPTION OF MOTOR OPERATION
DESCRIPTION OF HAND OPERATION
TWO TRAIN GEARED LIMIT SWITCH-ROTOR TYPE
FOUR TRAIN GEARED LIMIT SWITCH-ROTOR TYPE
TORQUE SWITCHES SMl3-000
TORQUE SWITCHES SMl3-00 & LARGm
LUl3RICATION DATA
MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES (ROUTINE/MAJOR)
DISASSEMl3LY INSmUCTIONS-SMl3-000
DISASSEMl3LY INSmUCTIONS-SMl3-00
DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-SMl3-0 TO SMl3-4 & SMl3-4T
DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-SMl3-5 & SMl3-5T
DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-Sl3-00
DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-Sl3-0
_,,,, DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-Sl3-1
ffi1'~~DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-Sl3-2
DISASSEMl3LY INSTRUCTIONS-Sl3-.J
DISASSEMl3LY INSrRUCTIONS-513-4
SMl3 ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS-POSITION TRANSMlnms
TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

limit switch. As a result. oil valve operating ports ore protected from overload.
improper seating and foreign obstructions.
Limitorque controllers may be mounted
on any size valve in almost any position
or loccilion. f).eodily adoptable to existing
equipment. Limitorque con be actuated
by electricity. hydraulic pressure. air or
natural gos.
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,INSPECTION
lUBPJCATION
PPDCEDURE & DATA

General:
Proper lubrication is on absolute essential
in achieving the design life of all types of
power transmission products and Limittorque valve controls ore no exception.
The design of the actuator hos been specially tailored to absolutely minimize the
maintenance and re-lubrication requirements: however. periodic inspection is the
only way to guarantee trouble-free serv~e.

~}

Limitorque utilizes o totally sealed gear
case factory-packed with grease. The
gear case con be mounted in any position
(as all penetrations into it are sealed):
however. those mounting positions which
would cause vulnerable areas of the
operator (e.g .. motor and limit switch
comportment) to be saturated with lubricant should o seal failure occur. should be
avoided if possible and ore not recom mended. Grease is used in normal service instead of oil to minimize the impact
·
of o seal failure (should one occuf).

The three primary considerations in a lu.
bricotion inspection ore: (1) Quantity: (2:
Quality: (3) Consistency.
Quontity-Limitorque operators ore
built to operate on the portiol 1mme· sion principle. The primary concern 1n
the amount of lubricant is whether the
"worm·· is totally immersed in grease
This con be verified by the use of one or
more of the many ''fill" and "droir.
plugs provided on the operator housing.
Quality-When removino o "fill o·
"'drain" plug to inspect the lube leve;
remove a small amount and insure tho~
it is clean and free of any contornino"'
including water. Should dirt. water o:
It is recommended that oil Limitorque
other foreign matter be found. the units
operators be inspected for proper lubri should be flushed with a commercic'
cation prior to operating -especially if
degreaser /cleaner lil~e Exxon YAP.SO~
they hod been stored for o long period of
#18 which is non-corrosive and doe~
time.
not affect seal materials such as [Lnc
The frequency of lubrication inspections
N orViton. Repack unit with fresh lubr.should be based upon historical dote on
cont.
the installed equipment. Every operator
Consistency-The main gear box lubr' application hos its own effect on lubricants
cont should be slightly fluid opp:ox .
and each facility should portern its inspec mating o standard NLGl-1 grade CO'··
tions around its porticulor needs. The folsistency or less. Thinners such as Arno::
lowing schedule of lubrication inspecticn
WAYTAC #31 oil may be added prcshould be followed until operoling expevided the volume of thinne~ does ::c"
rience indicates otherwise.
exceed 20% of t+le totol lubnCO"'
Moin Gear Cose: Inspect lubrication on
The geared limit sWitch lube should·be so'·
opproximote·intervols of 18 months or
to the touch approximot1ng or. N~C:· :;.·
500 cycles-whichever occurs first. Luconsistency or less
bricate the Zerk fimng in the housing
cover at the some intervo!

No seal con remain absolutely light at all
times: therefore. it is not unusual to find a
very small amount of weeping around
shaft seals-especially during long periods of idleness such as storage. The use of
grease minimizes this condition as much
as possible. Should a small amount of
weeping be found in the limit switch com portment on start-up. it should be removed with o clean rag. Once the equipment hos begun operating. this phenom enon should disappear.

Lubrication
Inspection: ·

Geared Limit Switch: Inspect lubrication
on approximate intervals of 36 months
or 1000 cycles-whichever occurs first.

,•

•

WBPJCANTS
STANDARD/SUDSTITUTES/REQUIREMENTS
)tandard Lubricants:

Lubricant Substitutes:

~Main Unit: Exxon EP-0 for unit sizes
·1ru SM[3-4 See chart below.

Typical commercially available lubricants
other than those used by Limitorque for
which manufacturers data indicates com potability with Limitorque operators ore
shown below with the temperature range
recommended by the manufacturer.

;eared Limit Switch: Exxon -!3eocon
}25-Light Gray-acceptable substitute
/1obil 28.
~ctor

-

Bearings: Motors furnished with
•'"7"·1torque valve controls ore lubricated
:·life.

~ Note: SM[3/S[3/S[3D 000.00 standard
;bncont was Sun Oil Co. 50EP CXC-421;9) fo; serio I no. ·s up to 29 5809. Sun 50
P CXC-421-39) cannot be mixed with
lebulo EP-0.

SMB/SB/SBD-0

1.00

9.5

1.75

14.5

8.50

75.0

7.50

65.0

The standard lubricants used by Limitorque hove been proven extremely reliable over many years of service. There
ore. however. many other lubricants ovoiloble which may be used in place of the
standard.

Do not add a different lubricant too Li mi torque operator unless it is of the some
soap base as the existing lubricant unless
you hove received the approval of the
lubricant manufacturer.

The minimum lubricant qualities required
by Limitorque ore:
1. Should contain on "EP" additive.
2. Must be suitable for the temperature
range intended.
3. Must be water and heat resistant and
non-separating.
4. Must not create more than 8% swe.1'.
in !3uno Nor Viton.
5. Must not contain any grit. abrasive.
·
or fillers.
6. Must slump-prefer NLGI grade 0 to
1.
7. Must not be corrosive to steel gear:, _
boll or roller bearings.
8. Dropping point must be above
316°F tor temperature ranges o'
-20°F to 150°F.

t

SMB/SBISBD-1
SMB/SB/SBD-2
SMB/SB/~D-3

SMB/SB/SBD-4
SMB-4T
SMB-5T
SMB-5

.c

:aoo ::'.~:=;;f .- - . · .

STANDARD
LUBRICANTS
-20°F TO 150°F

UNITS.ZE
•SMB/SB/SBD
. 000,00

'FOR NUCLEAR CONTAINMENT UNITS, NEBULA EP-0 AND EP-1 ARE THE ONLY APPROVED
.UBRICANTS FOR SMB-000 TO 5.

LUBRICANT
SUBSTITUTES

•
VEEDOL ALITHO 10
'*TESTED AND USED BY LIMITORQUE FOR APPLICATIONS AT LOW TEMPERATURES (-50°F TO -70°F).
:::ONSULT LIMITORQUE IF THE TEMPERATURE RANGE IS BEYOND THE LIMITATIONS SHOWN ABOVE.

•'

.
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Routine
Maintenance·:

MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURE Major

A schedule should be mode to periodically inspect all Limitorque equipment.The
time interval of this inspection should de pend upon the frequency of operation
and the ambient environmental conditions in which the equipment is stored or
installed. A minimum inspection period of
eighteen months should be used as a
base until experience indicates otherwise.
This routine maintenance sho\Jld
include -· .:-::':.t.
.,._,,--;.•i.;.·

1' f\e'.Tlove limit switch comporrrrief"\t

and /or control cabinet cover. Should moisture be evident. dry the comportment and
componenrs.
2. Inspect and dean all electricol controls
and contom in the limit switch comportment and/or control cabinet. This cleaning
should consist of wiping cleon of all elec ·
tricol contacts with elecrncol type solven·
cleaner similar ro Cf\C Lecrro Clear. one
removal of foreign residue.
J. Chee I~ all terminal connectiJ'IS for t1g~r ness.

4. Cleon gosketed surfaces on limit switch
comportment and/or control cabinet
cover. Replace all damaged gaskets or
seals for weatherproof or submersible
units. Wipe a coating (approximately 2
mils) of lightweight bearing grease on
surfaces of explosion-proof cover flanges
for protection.
5. Inspect lubricant per Lubrication Procedure. Visually checl~ shaft penetrations
for indications of seal leakage. If abnormal leakage is found the seal should be
replaced. (Slight oil wee page is not cause
for seal replacement.) SEE MAJOR MAIN TENANCE .
6. Megger the motor. (One MEG-OHM or
better is considered normal.)
7. Cleon and lubricate the valve stem
(obtain valve manufacturer's recommen dotion for lubricant) for rising stem applications
·-

Maintenance:

The need for major maintenance on Lim torque equipment occurs when some op·
erotionol deficiency is evident. Core should
be token to evaluate the deficiency 1r.
order to determine the extent to which
the major maintenance should proceed
Major maintenance should always include the routine maintenance requ1•e- ·
ments but in addition should proceed os
follows:
1. Disassembly of deficient portion o'
.. equipment.
2. Replacement of any damaged or€»:cessively worn component with new toe tory ports. It is recommended that worrr,
and worm gears be replaced as a ser to
ensure the greatest benefit from the re·
placement
J. Replacement of lubricont if moin geci·
box was involved in the mo_1c::ir moin•E ·
nonce.
. -4. Replacement of al! torn .gosl~e·s O'lc'
seals.
·
5. Inspect stem and.stem nut thread co·E ·
fully for wear and tor damage.
6. (heel~ operability of all elecrrico1 co~t·::
components before reinstollot1or,

..

..

'
...• r

•
9.

Assessment of Motor Operated Valve Failures INPO
Report 83-037, 10-83
(not included)

... ..
,t

•
10.

NUGEQ, 03-89, "Clarification of Information Related
to the Environmental Qualification of Limitorque
Motorized Valve Operators"
(not included)

•

~

I

,

"

..

J

11.

Technical data Sheets for (i) EXXON Nubula EP
(March 14, 1983), (ii) for Mobilux EPO, 1, 2 (iii)
Mobilgrease 28, (iv) NRC Information Notice No. 79-03
of February 9, 1979 for Beacon 325 Lubricant

'.

.

NEBULA EP

'

E)f{ON

•

Supersedes issue of 11-30-82

NEBULA®EP
• High-Dropping-Point Calcium-Complex Multi-Purpose Grease
•Inherent EP and Anti-Wear Properties
• Excellent Water Resistance
• Retains Consistency with Temperature Change
NEBLL\. EP grease is especially formulated to meet a
greater variety of lubrication requirements than most
other greases. NEBLLA EP properties include:
-Anti-wear protection against heavy loads
-EP protection against welding and seizure
-Resistance to softening with increased temperatures
- Water resistance
-Good adhesion properties

•

This grease is not recommended for applications
·where continuously high temperatures cause ·oil
evaporation, resulting in hardening of the grease.

Anti-Friction Bearing Lubrication-NEBULA EP
does not readily soften and flow past seals or through
clearances of anti-friction bearings. Therefore, adequate venting of the bearing housing is necessary to
permit the escape of excess grease that is displaced
through relubrication, thermal expansion, or bearing
motion.
Typical Inspections

The values shown here are representative of ~urrent ~~oducti.on. Some :are :.
~ controlled by ·manufacturing specifications, w.hile oth~rs are not: All. of t~em
may vary within modest ranges.
.
• : _.·

NEBULA EP Grade

NEBLL\. EP is available in four grades. Three are NLGI
consistency grades: NEBULA EP 0, 1, and 2. These
three grades satisfy all applications that normally
require multi-purpose greases. The .. other gradeNEBULA EP 6F -is a semi-fluid grease.

2

·~calcium-complex~'·

soap type

~=~!~~:tion;

mm/10,

ASTM

Unlike conventional soap-thickened greases, NEBULA
EP tends to retain its consistency with increasing
temperatures. As a result, the softer NEBULA EP 1 (and
even NEBULA EP 0 in some cases) is preferred for
applications where an NLGI No. 2 grade of conventional grease-would normally be required.
'.J1983, Exxon Corporation

··---.·

..··:

.Performance
NEBULA EP, in the appropriate consistency grades, is
suitable for plain and anti-friction bearings-at high
or low temperatures and high or low speeds, under
heavy or light loading and wet or dry conditions.
NEBULA EP is suitable for heavy-duty applications that
require an extreme pressure grease. It works to prevent the excessive wear associated with boundary
lubrication and the welding and seizure often caused
by extreme loadings. These properties are obtained
without the addition of any extreme-pressure or loadcarrying additives; the unique soap thickener alone
provides the anti-wear and EP properties.

o211 :' ·.

60 strokes

-.

.~.-~:t~~:,2~.:_,j:,;~~;,t§~~.-:·

'
···370 ·'">325 .·:. 280:· .Y: ..,.:...
·:-~,~·

..'·c•-

:: ...

No: 204 bearing, ~o 000 rpm,.·-,;::.:, ·· ·. :", ·> ~·,,'\;' "t<P.l:•1
121°~.(250°.F) . ·· •;: . ::; }:\;:;;~:':•£.'':19Q0;':\,;1000'::,:.t1
Oil separation centrifuge"::.:·.· ·r:•. '::" ,._~. ·;:>';;"·''~'

r~i~~~~~i~l~t~
Penetl'atlon,.w(itked 10 tlo"o·sfrokes . . ~\'N;'

.- ··with 10°10 water,''mffiJ1o~;~~"w.;.,~ . :~'.'

·2&6

. ·.-Timken load; ASTM_:o 2609.:i<ii·ci~:f , . (sof~27' 60

:~[~1tx~£1i~c
40kg; 1200 .rpm, 75~

'~

,' -, ' '

,J

ir' ·

c (1f)7;~ f), ::t ht.>';. o.i&.~:; No.

,_:.

~:;~~·~:~.~~-.~.. .--:\~-·.~~~.~i~:·,~:~[~~~'S:c~J,''.:~?t~~=~~
Printed in USA 3-4-83

,.

Appllcatlons
Nrnu!.ll el? 0 is a soft grease for easier dispensing at
low temperatures. It is particularly recommended for
all types of centralized systems.
r~E!ilJL-'I

EP "'l has the consistency characteristics that
meet most requirements and is recommended for all
grease-gun applications. It is not recommended for
centralized systems.

2 exhibits excellent resistance to washing
and is recommended for wet applications, where fastmoving streams of water may dislodge a soft grease.

rli:t>!!:...\ t:P

High temperatures over long periods will cause severe
hardening of the above three grades. The Exxon representative can recommend special-purpose greases
for continuous high-temperature operation [above
121° C (250° F)], as well as for applications at lowtemperatures [below -29° C (-20° F)], in sealed-forlife units, etc.

::,-n;J. :.:t.' tJ is designed primarily to replace heavy
gear oil in certain housings that would otherwise leak
excessively. Housings of this sort are found in some
mining machinery and other heavy equipment. Although moderately high viscosity oils are usually preferred for gear lubrication, it is a common practice to
use semi-fluid greases in cases where adequate seals

against leakage are difficult to maintain. NOTE: In
many gear boxes, the gear lubricant is distributed to
the bearings through small drilled or cast passages.
With gear oils, flow through these passages is adequate, but semi-fluid greases may not flow readily
enough to provide sufficient lubrication.

Precautions
Healthy skin condition depends on cleanliness. Oils
and greases in contact with skin can result in plugging
of sweat glands and hair follicles. Under some conditions this may lead to skin irritation or dermatitus.
Accordingly, good personal hygiene should always be
practiced. Oils, greases and other foreign materials
should be removed from the skin promptly. Similarly,
soiled clothing should not remain in contact with the
skin. NEBU..\ EP is readily removed from the skin by
waterless hand cleaners followed by washing with
soap, warm water, and a skin brush. It can be removed
from clothing by dry-cleaning with solvents or by
washing with laundry detergents.
IfNEBCLA EP comes in contact with the eyes, wash the
eyes with fresh water until the irritation subsides. As
is the case with all greases, if there is a puncture
wound with grease contamination, or an injury where
grease is injected into body tissue, such as a "grease
gun injury," prompt medical assistance should be
obtained.

EXXON COMPANY, U.SmA.
A Division of Exxon Corporation

Marketing Technical Services

P.O. Box 2180 Houston, Texas 77001

1-3-4-5

Mobilux® EP 0, 1,2

and oxidation, rust and corrosion inhibitors. They are
smooth textured, brown colored greases in the NLGI No. 0,
1, or 2 consistency classification.

-Extreme Pressure Industrial Greases

•
-

--

-__ Mobilux EP 0, 1, and 2 unleaded multiservice, extreme
pressure greases are designed for normal through heavy
duty industrial applications. They are formulated to resist
the effects of both the extreme heavy loads and shock
loads to which plant equipment is commonly exposed.
Heavy loads tend to squeeze lubricant from mating
surfaces, and shock loads rupture the lubricant film, thus
creating a condition of-metal-to-metal contact and causing
parts wear, shortening equipment life. Equipment experiencing these loading extremes may also be exposed to
conditions where ·extremes of temperature, -moisture, or
water ~ashing are present. Greases for these applications
must pro1,1ide good extreme pressure characteristics and
cling .strongly to re_sist the p,ressures and pounding to
which they are exposed. They must also provide good
. protection· against rust and corrosion, resist water contamination and dispense and lubricate satisfactorily over a
broad range of temperature. The Mobilux EP greases fulfill
-these require_ments.
-

The use of lithium 12 hydroxystearate as the soap base for
these greases ensures good resistance to softening under
severe working, good water resistance and a consistency
which will remain relatively constant over the recommended operating temperature range.
The extreme pressure characteristic of the Mobilux EP
greases is supplied by an unleaded additive which provides
them with exceptional wear protection, also improving
their ecological acceptability. Other formulation
improvements provide superior water tolerance, low
temperature dispensing, and long service life in bearings
opera~ing at elevated temperatures.
The petroleum oil used in the greases meets the lubrication
requirements of most heavy-duty industrial operations. It
_ ;:il~o provides low temperature pumpability and enhances
the greases' high temperature oxidation re5istance .
The Mobilux EP greases pass the ASTM Rust Test (D 1743)
and are noncorrosive to steel anti copper. The latter is of
importance because of the use of bronze cages in many
anti friction bearings. The greases show good resistance to
bleeding and superior water toleance. Their load carrying
ahd antiwear characteristics are illustrated by their Timken
OK load of 40 lbs., 18.2 kg.

P_RODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Mobilux EP greases are· lithium 12 hydroxystearate
soap based greases which contain an unleaded EP additive
- -

Characteristic

Mobilux EP 0

NLGI No._

q

Structure

smooth

Soap-Type

--•---

- -

Mobilux EP 1

Mobilux EP 2
2 --

- smooth

smooth

Unleaded Lithium 12 Hydroxystearate

Color

medium brown

medium brown

medium brown

Pe11etration at 77 °F (25 °C)
- Unworked, min-max
Wor~ed 60 strokes, min-max

350-390
355-385

305·345
310-340

260-300
265-295

Dropping Point, min. ° F (C)

340 (171)

340 (171)

350 (177)

Mineral Oil %

92

89

87

Viscosity of Oil SUS at 100°F
SUS at·210°F
est at 40°C
est at 1o_o°C

900
70/80
170
13.0/16.0

900
70/80
170
13.0/16.0

900
70/80
170
13.0/16.0

Timken OK Load, min. )b (kg)

40 (18)

40 (18)

40 (18)

Rust Test ASTM D 1743

Pass-

Bomb Oxidation Stability# PSI Drop, max. 10

Pass

Pass

10

10

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Physical characteristics of the Mobilux EP greases are
shown in the data sheet table. Those values not shown as
maximums or minimums are typical characteristics which
may vary slightly.
APPLICATION
Mobilux EP greases are recommended for the lubrication of
plain and rolling element bearings in normal through heavyduty industrial applications. They are particularly recommended where loads are high or shock loads are present, or
where severe vibration is a problem. They are also suitable
for the lubrication of geared couplings. The softer grade
may be considered for the lubrication of gear sets that do
not have oi I-tight cases.
Mobilux EP 0 and 1 greases have excellent handling and
dispensing properties at low temperature. The lowest
recommended ambient temperature for operating bearings
lubricated with Mobilux EP Oor 1 is about -20 °F (-29 °C); and
for Mobilux EP 2, a stiffer grease, about -10°F (-23°C).
• '' three Mobilux EP- greases are recommended for the
tion of plain bearings. The highest operating
a tu re recommended for these greases is 250 °F
). For continuous service at temperatures above
200 °F, proper purging and re lubrication frequencies are
critical to maintenance of correct bearing protection.
The excel lent water tolerance, rust and· corrosion· protection afforded by the Mobilux EP greases makes them
particularly applicable for equipment such as the wet ends
. of-paper machines, ·steel mill ·hot strip rolling operations,
underground mining equipment, tunneling projects and ore
crushing plants where moisture or wet conditions are common . Their excellent dispensing characteristics will also
be advantageous in many of these applications because of
the exposed nature of the operations.

Mobilux EP greases are compatible with some other
greases, particularly those made with lithium soap.
However, the best procedure is not to mix greases of
different soap types. When replacing another grease with a
Mobilux EP grease, the previously used grease should be
completely cleaned or flushed from the system.
In plants where human or animal foods are being processed, Mo bi lux EP greases, despite their unleaded
extreme pressure formulation, are not recommended for
applications where contamination of food could result.
Mobilux EP greases have U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Category BB approval.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Based on available toxicology information, these products,
when properly used and handled have little potential health
effect. No special precautions are suggested beyond attention to good personal hygiene including avoiding prolonged, repeated skin contact. A detailed Material Safety Data
Bulletin discussing these products is available upon
request from your local Commercial office.
ADVANTAGES
When used as recommended, the Mobilux EP greases will
provide the following outstanding benefits and advantages:
Superior lubrication under heavy or shock loading
Good load carrying ability
Longer service li.fe in bearings at temperatures up to 250 °F
Good low temperature dispensing characteristics
Excellent water tolerance
Good rust protection and corrosion resistance
Extreme pressure protection with an unleaded formulation
Reduction of plant inventories through multipurpose
capabilities

/

__ 10~__
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Mobilgrease® 28

•

Mobilgrease 28 nonsoap synthesized hydrocarbon fluid type
grease is formulated to lubricate bearings and other mechanisms operating at high speeds and extremes of low and
high temperatures. Technological developments in industry
are frequently slowed by the inability of existing lubricants to
function satisfactorily at the temperatures, speeds or loads
that are encountered in many special applications. Many of
these problems became critical first in the aviation industry
where weight and speed are major factors in design. Some
years ago, performance demands of some components, such
as aircraft wheel bearing assemblies, exceeded the capability
of the existing specialty greases and a cooperative study
between Mobil and the Military was undertaken to find an improved solution to the problem. As a result of this study,
Mobilgrease 28, an all synthetic product, was developed. In
aircraft applications Mobilgrease 28 has been outstanding
and its use in industrial applications offers a solution to many
difficult grease lubrication problems where design or
operating factors impose temperature, speed, or load conditions that exceed the performance capabilities of the best
conventional greases.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Mobilgrease 28, a completely synthetic lubricant, is manufactured from a synthesized hydrocarbon fluid and a nonsoap
thickener. It has extreme pressure characteristics and ex. cellent resistance to water washing, as well as being effective
over an extremely wide range of operating temperatures.
Mobilgrease 28, a synthetic grease, is dark red in color, has a
smooth buttery structure and a consistency between an NLGI
No. 1 and No. 2 grease.
The chemical similarity of the synthesized hydrocarbon fluid
of Mobilgrease 28 to petroleum products obviates several problems that have been of concern with other synthetic greases.
Seal materials that are satisfactory with petroleum products
are also satisfactory with Mobilgrease 28. In addition, slight
contamination of Mobilgrease 28 with a previously used
petroleum type grease, while it should be avoided if practicable, should not cause compatibility probelms that might
result in excessive softening or hardening.
Mobil grease 28 meets the requirements of U.S. Military Specification MIL-G-81322 C Grease, General-Purpose, Aircraft. The
specification describes a grease intended for use over the
temperature range from -65F (-54C) to 350F (177C) for such applications as aircraft landing wheel assemblies, control
systems and actuators, screwjacks, servo mechanisms,
sealed-bearing motors, oscillating bearings and helicopter
rotor bearings. The specification requires that the grease perform satisfactorily for extended periods in high speed bearings operating at 350F (177C), offer low starting and running
torque at -65F (-54C), and provide good extreme-pressure and
friction-reducing characteristics. Mobilgrease 28 exceeds the
requirements of the specification in all respects.

Mobilgrease 28, a synthetic grease, also meets the requirements of U.S. Military Specification DOD-G-24508A
(Navy). It can be designated U.S. Military Symbol WTR and
NATO Symbol G-395.
During the development of Mobilgrease 28, extensive laboratory and full scale tests were conducted. One of the most
significant was in F 4 C Phantom Jet brake and wheel
assemblies in simulated rejected takeoffs. During the test,
brake disc stack temperatures exceeded 2000F (1095C), and
bearing temperatures exceeded 580F (304C). In spite of these
temperatures and the accompanying heavy loads, bearings
lubricated with Mobilgrease 28 performed satisfactorily, and
both the bearings and grease were judged capable of further
service.
U.S. Military Specification DOD-G-24508A(Navy) describes a
lubricant for shipboard auxiliary machinery. Mobilgrease 28
synthetic grease provides grease bearing performance sufficient to eliminate bearing relubrication between ship
overhauls.
Other tests indicated that Mobilgrease 28 offers unique ability
to prevent friction oxidation (so-called fretting) and lubricate
antifriction bearings under conditions of high loads, speeds
and temperatures. It has also shown superior ability to
lubricate heavily loaded sliding mechanisms such as wing
flap screwjacks.
In summary, Mobilgrease 28 offers outstanding performance
over wide temperature ranges, with excellent retention and
resistance to high temperature degradation. In addition, it
resists water washing, provides superior load carrying ability,
reduces frictional drag, and prevents excessive wear.
APPLICATION

Mobilgrease 28, synthetic grease is recommended for the
lubrication of plain and antifriction bearings at low to high
speeds, and splines, screws, worm gears, and other
mechanisms where high friction reduction, low wear, and low
lubricant friction losses are required. It provides minimum
resistance to starting at extreme low temperatures (down to
-65F, -54C) as well as low running torque.
Mobilgrease 28 is recommended for use in landing wheel
assemblies, control systems and actuators, screwjacks, servo
devices, sealed-bearing motors, oscillating bearings and helicopter rotor bearings on military and civil aircraft and on naval
shipboard auxiliary machinery. It should be used wherever a
grease meeting U.S. Military Specification MIL-G-81322 C or
DOD-G-24508A(Navy) is specified. It can also be used where
the older, superseded specifications MIL-G-81322 ry.JP), MILG-7711A, MIL-G-35458, and MIL-G-25760A may be called for,
and will provide superior performance in all respects to products qualified under these older specifications.
Mobilgrease 28 is recommended for industrial grease lubrication applications including sealed or repackable ball and
roller bearings, wherever extreme temperature conditions,
high speeds or water washing resistance are factors. Typical
applications where it has offered advantages are conveyor

bearings, small alternator bearings operating at temperatures
near 350F (177C), high speed miniature ball bearings, and
bearing situations where oscillatory motion, vibration and
fretting create problems.

effect. No special precautions are suggested beyond attention to good personal hygiene, including avoiding prolonged
repeated skin contact. A detailed Material Safety Data
Bulletin discussing this product is available upon request
from your local Commercial Division office.

Mobilgrease 28 is capable of retaining its consistency under
high temperature and shear conditions over extended periods
of operation. Therefore, it opens opportunities for the design
of high output equipment. Mobil's representative will be glad
to assist in the exploration of new uses for this product.

ADVANTAGES

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Improved friction reduction

Physical characteristics of Mobilgrease 28 are shown in the
data sheet table. Those values not shown as maximums or
minimums are typical characteristics which may vary slightly.
In addition, pertinent test properties are given to exhibit performance charactAristics of the grease.

Low wear rates

When used as recommended, Mobilgrease 28 grease offers
the following advantages and benefits:

Low lubricant drag
Wide temperature range
High thermal stability
Compatibility with mineral oil base greases

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Extreme pressure characteristics

Based on available toxicology information, when properly
handled and used, this product has little or no adverse health
aracteristic

High resistance to water washing

Mobilgrease 28

hickener Type

MIL-G-81322C Requirements

Nonsoap

Fluid Type

Synthetic Hydrocarbon

Color

Dark Red

Structure

Smooth, Buttery

Penetration at 77F (25C)
Worked 60 X
Worked 100,000 X

285
310

265-320
350 max

Dropping Point, F (C) (ASTM D566, IP132

500 + (260 +)

450 (232)

Rust Test (ASTM D1743)

Pass

Pass

Load Wear Index, ASTM D2596, kg

40

30 min

Corrosion to Copper
24 hr at 212F (100C)

None

Nil

Water Resistance (ASTM D1264)
% Washout at 100F (38C)

20 max

Wear-40 kg, 1 hr, 1200 rpm
at 167F (75C) Steel-On-Steel
(ASTM D2266) Scar diam., mm

0.50

1.30 max

Evaporation (ASTM D972)
22 hrs at 350F (177C), % Loss

10

12 max

Oil Separation
30 hrs at 350F (177C), %

5

10 max

Low Temp. Torque (ASTM 01478)
-65F (-54C) Starting/Running, g-cm

6400/750

10.000/1000

6%

15% max

ubber Swell, ASTM D471
L Type Synthetic 1 wk @ 158F (70C)

M ©b 1·1 0·11
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
OFFICE OF INSPECTIO~ AND ENFORCEMENT
REr.IO?-; Ill

February 9, 1979
IE Information Notice No. 79-03
LIMITORQUE VALVE GEARED LIMIT SWITCH LUBRICANT
Description of Circumstances:
At Commonwealth Edison reactors excessive failure rates of the Limitorque
valve geared limit switches were being experienced. Investigation
revealed that the failure mode was a drying out and hardening of the
Beacon 325 lubricant. Once hardening takes place, the brass gears
within the limit switch become immobile and destroy themselves when an
attempt is made to operate the valve.

•

The Limitorque Corporation has recommended Mobilgrease 28 as a replacement
grease for switch applications where the temperature exceeds 140 degrees
Fahrenheit. Tests conducted by Mobil and Limitorque Corporation indicate
that Mobilgrease 28, in addition to-having a .. superior temperature _____ _
rating, will satisfy the same environmental conditions and meet tbe same
qualification parameters as Beacon 325~
All licensee and construction permit holders should consider conducting
a revie~ to determine if Beacon 325 lubricant is being used in· geared
limit swi~ches inI environments conducive to drying out-an~_subsequent
hardening _of the lubricant.
If conditions are found-to be conducive to failures, consideration
should be given to replacing tbe .. grease with .a more suitable grease.
This information _is provided as an early notification .of a possibly
significant matter. It is expected that recipients will review the
information· for ·possible-applicability to their--facilities. No.specific.
action or response is reqaested ·at this time. If further NRC evaluations so-indicate, an:IE-Circular.or Bulletin will-be issued to recom. mend or·request specific licensee actions. If you have-questions
regarding this matter, please contact the Director of. the appropriate
NRC Regional Office.
Enclosure:
List of IE Information Notices
Issued in 1979

..

•

IE Information Notice No. 79-03
February 9, 1979
LISTING OF IE INFORMATION NOTICES
ISSUED IN 1979
Information
Notice No.

Subject

Date
Issued

Issued To

79-01

Bergen-Paterson Hydraulic
Shock and Sway Arrestor

2/2/_79

All power reactor
facilities with SD
OL or a CP

79-02

Attempted Extortion Low Enriched Uranium

2/2/79

All Fuel Facilities
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Comparison Between Physical Properties of Mobilux
EPO and Nebula EPl Lubricants (contained as
Reference 6 of Bechtel Package 31.M391.02D)

Comparison Between Physical Properties of Mobilux EPO
and Nebula EPl Lubricants

•'

References:

1.
2.

Exxon Nebula EP Data Sheets DG-3C dated 3/4/83
Mobil Products Data Sheet Mobilux EPO, 1, 2 dated 1983

Both Mobilux EPO and Nebula EPl greases are extreme pressure greases
designed for exceptional performance under heavy loading. Both are medium
brown/dark tan colored greases, with smooth, buttery textures. The extreme
pressure service ratings of the two greases implies that they both resist
displacement from between bearing surfaces under large stresses, and both
resist fracture of the grease film under shock conditions. Limitorque
accepts both greases for use in outside-containment applications. Both have
excellent water resistant propertiies, both pas·s the ASTM Dl743 rust test
for corrosion protection, and both have good adhesion properties.
The major dif feJ'ence between the two greases is the lower dropping point of
the Mobilux grease. The dropping point is the temperature at which the
grease turns from a semi-solid to a liquid. The dropping point for Mobilux
EPO is 340F as compared to 500F for Nebula EPl. Mobil Oil indicates that
conservatism has been applied in choosing the published dropping point, and
that the lubricating properties should still be adequate at the
qualification temperature. Further, the 334F environmental qualification
temperature is experienced by the operator within 10 to 20 minutes of
accident initiation, and the internal grease is not expected to reach this
temperature.
Other differences in the greases were marginally in favor of the Mobilux
product, and in some cases, help alleviate the low dropping point concern.
The base oil viscosity for Mobilux is higher at 70 SSU versus 56 SSU for
Nebula. Both greases are classified for consistency under National
Lubricating Grease Institute (NLGI) standards, and the Mobil product remains
,.stiffer than Nebula under repeated working. The respective NI.GI consistency
ratings are 355 to 385 for Mobilux EPO and 310 to 340 for Nebula EPl. The
Mobilux EPO is a lithum based grease which, in general, is more stable over
longer periods of times than calcium based greases (which Nebula EPl is).
The Nebula EPl does outperform the Mobilux EPO in the Timken load test
(ASTM D2509), 60 lb vs 40 lb respectively. However, both are extreme
pressure greases and the shear stresses on the grease in Limitorque
operators are below these values •
. In summary, the two greases have essentially equivalent performance
characteristics as published in their referenced product data sheets, and
should perform adequately until formal environmental qualification by Mobil
can be completed on the Mobilux EPO product.
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Bechtel Letter from L. Lucas to J. Hausman (CECo),
October 21, 1985 (contained as Reference 7 of
Bechtel Package 31.M391.02D)
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IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO CHRON

'

bee:

R.H.
L.L.
J.R.
(all
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Heyn
Lucas
Wahl
w/a)

October 21, 1985

Get-11-107

""'

0

Kr. J.E. Hausman
Project Engineer
Conunonwealth Edison.Company
SHED 35 FNW
P.O. Box 767
Chicago, IL 60690
Reference:

0

Subject:

0

__,

-

CECo Purchase Order 804422
Bechtel Job 13524-061/069
Dresden/Quad Cities - IE Bulletin 79-0lB

0

Commonwealth Edison Company
Dresden Units 2 and 3 and Quad Cities Units 1 and 2
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIFICATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
OPERABILITY EVALUATIONS

Dear Kr. Hausman:
Kr. Z. Boxer.requested that Bechtel evaluate the . operability of the
following equipment in light of information gained during recent
environmental qualification program confirmatory walkdowns.
•
•
•
•

Limitorque connection wire
Low voltage power penetration splices
Dresser relief valve solenoid lead wires
Limitorque greases

Accordingly,, operability assessments were completed and justifications for
• continued operation prepared where appropriate. Drafts of these evaluations
were transmitted to CECo during the week of October 14, 1985. This letter
formally transmits these evaluations for your use.

..

18·'"':"
.

\
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I;etter to J.E. Hausman from L.L. Lucas
. Page 2
Please note that in the Limitorque grease evaluation, synergistic effects of
radiation and temperature have not been asertained. Therefore, use of the
alternate lubricants should be limited to interim use until they ca~ be
replaced during normal shutdown rather than use on a permanent basis for the
remainder of plant life.

~;JF

Very truly yours,

~~~·~

-U

Project Engineer

;tt}t..*
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1.
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Limitorque Connection Wire Evaluation
Limitorque Grease Evaluation
Dresser Relief Valve Evaluation
Dresden Unit 2 Penetration Splice Evaluation
Dresden Unit 3 Penetration Splice Evaluation

-
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Boxer
D. Cook
. G. Frankovich
N. Kalivianakis
D. Scott
K. Strait
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ATTACHMENT 2
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_,, EVALUATIOR.·FOR IllTERIH USE OF ALl'ERllATE
G!AR LUBRICAllTS IR LIKITORQUE MOTOR OPERATORS
The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the adequacy of substitute
lubricants in the gear case of Limitorque operators. Currently, Quad
Cities units 1 and 2 Limitorque operators have installed in them five
lubricants which are not included in the list of lubricants acceptable to
Limitorque. The five lubricants are Mobil Oil Company, Sovarex LO,
Kobilux EPl and EP2, Mobilgrease 28, and Sun Oil.Company Prestige 50 EP ..
In addition to other approved lubricants, these five lubricants have been
used throughout the plants for actuators in various locations and in
various systems. It is desired that these five lubricants continue to be
used until an undetermined future date contingent upon regular
inspections. To determine if this proposed interim use is acceptable, the
following comparison was made.
With the exception of radiation environmental qualification, the five
alteniate greases have been compared with the approved, environmentally
qualified grease, Exxon Rebula EPl, and found to be essentially equivalent
to the qualified grease. The mechanical property similarity of the five
alteniates will be individually compared with Nebula EPl below, and the
radiation environmental considerations for all will be treated together as
a final item.
10

'0

•

As stated above, Sun Prestige SOEP is not included in Limitorque's
approved lubricant list. However, the grease was developed by Sun Oil
specifically and exclusively for use in Limitorque operators. All of its
lubricating properties have, therefore, been adjusted to satisfy
Limitorque's requirements. Its use is, therefore, functionally acceptable
for all applications, except inside containment, where temperatures may
exceed the 300F dropping point of the grease (the point at which the
grease tunis to liquid). Since all Limitorque operator gear cases are
sealed for use in all orientations, loss of lubricant is precluded. The
original design choice to use grease rather than oil was based upon the
desire to limit weepage of seals during the operator lifetime. The minute
leakage that would occur during the short period in which a design basis
accident exceeds 300F is inconsequential, and the alteniate actuator
lubricant is, therefore, completely acceptable from a mechanical
properties standpoint.
Mobil Sovarex LO is a high quality lubricant and a logical choice for use
in Limitorque operators prior to the development of the current custom
blended lubricants. Like Nebula EPl, it is an extreme pressure grease for
use under heavy loadings. Its texture is smooth like Nebula's buttery
texture. The EP additive in both resist fracture of the grease film under
shock conditions. The dropping point (400F) exceeds the maximum accident
condition. Normally, this high dropping point would suggest that the
grease is too stiff to uniformly coat the actuator worm gear. However,
the slump rating (a measure of the tendency of the grease to flow)
indicates that the grease is at the upper limit of the slump range, but
still .acceptable. Limitorque requires a National Lubricating Grease
Institute (NLGI) rating between 0 and 1, and the Sovarex LO product is
rated at 0. The base oil viscosity for Sovarex LO at 70SSU is slightly
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Attachment 2 (Continued)

higher than the Nebula EPl at 56 SSU. This is conservative. The NLGI
consistency ratings show that the two greases have similar consistencies
after repeated working (370 to 390 for Sovarex LO versus 310 to 340 for
Nebula EPl), the difference again being the slightly greater stiffness of
the Sovarex LO. Both greases are calcium-complex base greases. Sovarex LO
has not been produced since 1978, but during its market period it was a
good choice for Limitorque operators and is acceptable from a mechanical
properties standpoint.
Kobilux EPl and EP2, like Sovarex LO, are also logical choices for use in
Limitorque operators. Their stiffer sister product, Kobilux EPO, is on
the Limitorque approved lubricant list for use outside containment. Like
Nebula EPl, they are extreme pressure greases for use under heavy
loadings. Both are medium brown/dark tan colored greases with smooth
buttery texture. The EP additive in all three resist fracture of the
grease film under shock conditions. All have excellent water resistant
properties, all pass the ASTK D 1743 rust test for corrosion protection,
and all have good adhesion properties. The major difference between the
three greases are the lower dropping points of the Mobil products (340F
and 350F versus> 500F for Nebula EPl). This is slightly higher than the
post-accident temperature. However, as noted in the discussion of
Prestige EP50 above, sealing of the gear case obviates this problem. The
NLGI slump rating of 1 is within the acceptable 0-1 range for the
Kobilux EPl and Nebula EPl. the slump of EP2 exceeds the allowable range,
but as stated earlier, sealing of the gear case eliminates leakage
problems. The base oil viscosity of 70 SSU is slightly higher than the
56 SSU of Nebula EPl. This is conservative. The NLGI consistency ratings
for the Kobilux EPl and Nebula EPl greases are identical. The Kobilux EP2
consistency is lower than the other two greases, but, again, sealing of
the gear case el_iminates problems with inadequate stiffness. The Kobilux
greases are lithium based which, in general, is more stable over longer
periods of time than the calcium based Nebula EPl. The Nebula EPl does
outperform both Kobilux greases in the Timkin load test (ASTM D 2509).
However, as stated earlier, all three are extreme pressure greases.
Therefore, Kobilux EPl and EP2 are acceptable from a mechanical properties
standpoint.
Mobilgrease 28 is a radically different grease from all of the greases
discussed above, however, it is a premium quality, extremely expensive
synthetic grease developed for far more demanding applications than
Limitorque actuators. It does not contain an extreme pressure additive,
but, due to its synthetic oil base, has extreme pressure characteristics
and is rated as an extreme pressure grease in Mobil's published
literature. Like Nebula EPl, it's texture is smooth and buttery. It's
dropping point (> 500F) exceeds the maximum accident condition. Despite
this high dropping point, the grease remains soft with an NLGI slump
rating of between 1 and 2. This slump rating exceeds the allowable range,
but as stated earlier, sealing of the gear case eliminates leakage
problems. Both Kobilgrease 28 and Nebula EPl have excellent water
resistant properties, both pass the ASTM D 1743 rust test for corrosion
protection, and both have good adhesion properties. The NLGI consistency
ratings of the two greases are nearly the same (285 for Kobilgrease 28
versus 310 to 340 for Nebula EPl), and sealing of the gearbox again
obviates problems with low consistency. The Nebula EPl is a calcium
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complex soap-based grease•· and . the Kobilgrease 28 is a nonsoap, clay-based
grease. This difference is the greatest concern regarding the use of
Kobilgrease 28 since Limitorque specifically recomm~nds against the use of
fillers. However, communication with Mobil indicates that the grease has
been successfully applied in many similar applications and is even
recommended in such high speed, more demanding applications such as jet
aircraft wheel and brake assemblies, and helicopter rotor bearings.
Kobilgrease 28 more than satisfies the mechanical property requirements of
Limitorque actuators.
Regarding the effects of radiation exposure on four of the five greases,
no data is available. However, abundant information is available for
radiation effects on similar greases industry wide, and, in general, this
data indicates that radiation effects are negligible up to about 2 x 10 7
rad. The worst case dose for any area in the Quad Cities plants under
normal operation is less than 1.0 x 10 6 rad to date and is negligible.
The worst case dose post-accident is 1.1 x 10 7 rad for 1 year exposure.
Kost greases are unaffected by this dose. The fifth grease,
Kobilgrease 28, has adequate environmental qualification data available to
qualify it for all normal and post-accident conditions. This data,
however, is proprietary, according to Mobil.

0

0

Walkdown inspections of all of the Quad Cities Unit 2 actuators confirmed
the general overall acceptable condition of the lubricants. With the
exception of three actuators in Quad Cities Unit 1, no evidence was seen
of any adverse effects of aging, radiation, or potential mixing of
greases. Ho sludge, precipitation of solids, or excessive liquidity was
observed. The greases were generally smooth and buttery, semi-solid,
unseparated, and adhesive. The three exceptions were operators which
showed some signs of thickening. Although this may be a result of aging
or mixing grease.bases, the result, a somewhat stiffer grease, is the
same .. Despite some thickening, the grease still slumped and can be relied
· · upon to at least partially coat the worm gear. Subsequent motion of the
worm will lubricate the drive gear. All greases experience some
degradation over the operating life of the grease, and some thickening is
expected. So long as lubrication of the worm gear is effected, actuator
performance is not expected to be compromised. Investigation of actuator
operating times and current consumptions for the three affected operators
confirmed that actuator performance was not compromised.
In summary, the proposed interim use of the three alternate lubricants is
acceptable. Caution should be exercised, however, in future inspections
to verify continued acceptable quality of the grease. Since no
quantitative long term data exists for qualification of the greases, one
cannot say with certainty that the grease will maintain their original
lubricating properties.
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• Time/Temperature/
Radiation Considerations
The figure shows hO\r time. temperature. and irradiation relate to lubricant life (point at which changeout is necessary). The wrtical scale is logarithmic and gi\'es lubricant life in hours. The horizontal
scale is the inverse of absolute temperature.
The slope of the band represents an approximate doubling of life for every l0°C (18°F) temperature
decrease. One expects this for chemical reactions. The band is used to illustrate that the change may be
more or less. depending on the chemical make-up of the lubricant. Also. the better performing lubricants will be on the right side of the band and poorer lubricants on the left. Note that the whole band
moves to the right in a par.~llel fashion as less stress is involved. The band moves to the left if there is
more stress.
TIME/TEMPERATURE/IRRADIATION INTERPLAY
CONTINUOUS OPERATION IN AIR OF HIGH QUALITY LUBRICANT UNDER STRESS
100.000

(36 mo)

(18 mo)
10.000

More stress; ""
7
irradiation > 10 rads

200 L-~~_J_~~~_L_~~-'-'--~---'--'-~~~-'-~~~
2.10
2.30
2.70
2.50
2.90
3.30
3.10
1000/K

38

66

(100)

(150)

93
(200)

cc

121
(250)

149
(300)

177
(350)

204
(400)

(oF)

Temperature

9
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As an illustration. suppose a piece of equipment must be relubricated every 36 months in an application at 93cc (200°F) (A). Then at l0..f 0C (220°F) the relubrication interval would decrease to 18 months
(B). At l21°C (250°F) the required interval would be 9 months (C). It would be somewhat more than
this (C') or less (C") as the temperature effect is less within the band or more. depending on the lubricant. Note that at 66°C (150°F) lubricant life would be extended and off the chart at 300 months! Of
course, lubricant life cannot be extended indefinitelv-contamination from dirt wear debris etc. mav
dictate a shorter interval.
·
'
'
'
·
Another way to use the figure is to follow a temperature line across the band. For example, at 93°c
the best lubricant under stress would last about 45,000 hours (D): the poorest lubricant about one-tenth
as long (E). More stress would move the band to the left and shorten lubricant life. Irradiation is one
of these stresses. but it takes a lot of radiation-more than 10 7 rads-to shift the band appreciably.
The approximate 10 7 rad level is an irradiation threshold. Below it, many lubricants can tolerate irradiation. Appreciably above it, the life of most lubricants becomes increasingly at risk. Similar temperature thresholds .. also exist for many lubricants. Up to a certain level, thermal effects are relatively
minor: but above that threshold, the thermal component of total stress can become increasingly large.
This is tied in. of course. to the approximate doubling of chemical reaction rate by each increase of
I0°C (18°F) in temperature. If the rate is very low. a doubling doesn't do much. When the reaction rate
is appreciable, doubling has a discernible effect. The threshold is where this rate becomes apparent.
Note that temperature and radiation thresholds are shown in the data tables for the various lubricants.
Oxidation is not addressed specifically in the figure except as a11 increased stress which would shift
the band to the left. However. the data shown are for exposures in the presence of air. This is a normal condition: and only abnormal exposure conditions. e.g., bubbling air through the lubricant, would
be considered an increase in stress.
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Figure 5-3. Relative Viscosity Changes of
Irradiated Steam Turbine Oils
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 illustrate an additional important point.

For

oils. there is a radiation threshold below vhich the effects are not
functionally significant. For the turbine oils sho~-n. -the thresholds
are about 106 rads for viscosity and about 107 .rads for oxida~ion
stability.

Above these.thresholds changes progress rapidly.

ROLES OF TEHPERATI.'RE A."\D
EXPOSURE ATMOSPHERE

These are discussed together because the-exposure .atmosphere most
co!%".:i0nly used in radiolysis is.air. •ith its resulting oxidation
effect.

Oxidation is tremendously accelerated by temperature

increases in the presence Of radiation.

Thus,

if

changes-in a_ lubri-

cant must be minimized and high temperatures arE! needed. inert.gas
blanketing is dictated.

Temperatures need __ to be reasonable j.f oxygen

cannot be avoided.

5-4
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In radiolysis. there is usually a threshold temperature below which
hl·""lt causes only a small amount of the total damage. Above the
threshold, temperature is an increasingly important item. Illustrating
this, 1 separate inhibited ·iubricants based on synthetic oils were
exposed to 1--.s-1.9 x 10 9 rads (combined radiation) in a reactor at
temperatures of 20-220oC.

Radiolysis •as in the presence of air.

Viscosity change in these static exposures was little affected by
temperatures belo• about 140oC; the effect was marked at 180oC.

Thus,

the temperature threshold is about 140oC under these conditions.
In exposures t9.gamma rays. at 24oC and 204oC, at 5 x 108 rads under
helium. it •as sho•-n that the temperature effect depends on the
inhe;~nt stability of the base oil. 2 Highly aromatic materials* did
not change much bet•een the t•o temperatures; a naphthenic white oil*
·did.

The .data in Table 5-1 also show ho• an effective inhibitor can

protect the white oil :rom the combined stresses of temperature and
radiation.

Additional damage would have occurred. of course. had

oxygen been present in these tests.
The effect of temperature on bearing performance of a grease is sho•-n
in Figure 5-4.

This is an Arrhenius plot (log bearing life versus a

function of I/absolute temperature). Much data are available for the
unirradiated grease. 6 Note the scatter. indicative of the impr~isio~

·.:;~;~a~~:;~~;;~~,;.,,;!~~;~:::~-!11!!~~::-::r:~~·
reactions in general.

Tl."o single points at t,;o

doses are also s~-n. 1 6

diffe~ent.~adiat.ion

The greases vere exposed to radiation in the

presence of air and the bearing tests subsequently J:>erformed. · .There
is a marked decrease in life. but the doses are also quite high for a
grease of this sort.

That an irradiated grease exhibits parallel per-

formance in th~ Figure 5-4 plot to the original. unirradiated grease
has been sho~-n with a synthetic oil-ba.sed product. 15
It is important to recognize that the bearing life.test in Figure 5-4
is very accelerated. and the JOO-J50°F (149-1770c) temperatures
involved are high.

It is a stress test.

At more normal operating tem-

peratures. as extrapolated from Figure 5-4 data. 10,000's to 100,000's
o: operating hours are in prospect even •ith the high stresses.
*See Glos:>ary. page 10-1.
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Table 5-1
OF TEMPERATURE AND INHIBITOR ON
RADIOLYSIS OF A NAPHTHENIC WHITE OILa

I~FLUE~CE

~o

Irradiation Temperature. Oc

5 Mass % Didodecyl Selenidew

Inhibitor
24

204

24

204

74
168

229
440

72
127

78
128

32

25

23

Increase in Viscosity. %
At lOOoC
At J80c

,,·Outgassing. ml/g. STP
aGamma dose of 5 x 10 8 rads in helium.

- - • Unirradiated
- - o Irradiated

•·

3_7 x

l.6 x

29 28 27 26

25 24 23
10.../K
149

22

1n

21

20

19

204 232

°c

(JOO) (350) (400)(450)

( 0 F)

Figure 5--l. Effect of Temperature and
Irradiation on Bearing Life of a Sodium
Soap-Thickened Mineral Oil Grease
*See Glossary. page 10-1.
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.. ·Grease life Forecast for Ball Bearings

E. R. BOOSER, ASLE
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y .

••
;

A general paltern is der:eloped for estimaling grease life
for bail belll'ings in ittdustrial equipment, such as electric
motors. Within the rariability encountered in grease life
testing, equations are presented for approximaling life as a
function of bearing temperature, bearing size, speed, and
load.

·I

..

INTRODUCTION

Background information for this study was taken
primarily from over 2,000 grease life tests in ball bearings
in a program of evaluating grease performance for electric
'motors (1-5). Test bearings ranged in size from small
instrument ball bearings for aircraft up to large ball and
roller bearings used in traction motors for diesel loco.. ··motives'· ~lost were,· however, regreasable .type,. single-row,
deep-groove ball bearings run with a single charge of
grease under conditions simulating service in industrial
integral-horsepower electric motors.
Reliance on these results must be tempered by the
extensive variability encountered in all grease life data,
even those obtained under seemingly identical laboratory
conditions. The relations pro~;ded cannot, therefore, be
taken as a guarantee of adequate grease life in any particular bearing application. Results should serve only as a
rough guide for the generally shorter grease life available
with pregreased, double-sealed and double-shielded bearp,...ntect at the 29th Annual MMti,,. ill
Clevela11d, Ohio, April 21-May 2. 1974

NOKENCLATCU

C - specific dynamic capacity, bearing load giving a 10 percent
fatigue life of 1 million revolutions, lb
D - shaft diameter at bearing seat. mm
Ka, Kr - Life-temperature factors in Equation [1)
L - geometric mean grease life for 50 percent bearing failures, hrs
L. - geometric mean grease life with no subtraction factor for either
speed or load

ings. Within these limitations, however, broad generalizations appear possible to enable quick estimates of life for
almost any long-life grease as a function of bearing temperature, bearing size, speed, and load.
FACTORS INFLUENCING GREASE LIFE

The primary function of grease in most ball bearings is
to serve as a reservoir for the lubricating oil needed to
coat ball, raceway .and ·cage surfaces. Past results have
shown that this coating need be thick enough only to
cover the surface roughness of the bearing elements. One
drop of oil suffices for months of lubrication in many
small and mfdium sizes of electric motor bearings (6).
Observations with widely different greases have indicated that a grease commonly fails to meet this lubrication
demand when half of its oil is lost (5). This drying appears
to proceed by a combination of oxidation, creepage, and
evaporation of the oil which was initially present in the
soap sponge. Although various interrelated factors are
involved in this drying, bearing temperature, grease
composition, bearing speed, and a load-speed factor are
considered here individually.
Temperature

In considering individual grease dry;ng factors, a
logarithmic-reciprocal absolute temperature relation appears to hold. Such is the case with the Arrhenius equation
for chemical reaction rates in oxidation, the ClausiusClapeyron equation for oil vapor I?ressure, and the GuzN - speed, rpm
S,Sa,
SN,S,, - half-life subtraction factors. For S - 1, grease life drop!!
50 percent; S - 2, 75 percent; etc. Subscript G is for grease
properties, N speed, and W load-speed conditions
T - bearing temperature as measured at O.D., ° C
W - radial load, lb

,..,,.,.,_, IP74 WlllCATION INGINIUING
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•"" man relation foe oil viscosity (7). In each of these cases,
,molecular J.nd itumic mobility increases with increasing
temperature to influence both physical and chemical
properties of the ~rease.
Empirically. :hen, the grease life-temperature relation
is given by the following equation:
lo

. g

+ 2i3Kr+ T

L.i -- K a

[1]

L.i can be considered as the hypothetical life for a grease
unaffected by be:iring operation; that is, at zero speed and
no load.
With most ~ operating in the neighborhood of
100 C (212 f) bearing temperature, life in laboratory
tests drops by a factor of about 1.5 for each 10 C (18 F)
rise (8). This corresponds to Kr = 2450.
Composition

Values of gre-.ise life constant KG in Eq. (1] are given in
Table 1 for a number of greases commonly encountered
T.uu: t-LIFE FACTORS FOR
B.UL BEARING GREASES
HAU-

Lrn:
SUllGUASE

T!ncn:NEa

OIL

GREASE

TRAC-

LIYE

TION

NLGI

FACTO~

FACTOll.,

GRADE

Ko

Sa

2

-2.19•

2

-2.26t
-2.331
-2.34t

0
0
0.1
0.1
0.3

Lithium 50ap •.. _
Petroleum
Sodium soap .....
Petroleum
Lithium soap ... _ Petroleum
Lithium 50ap .... •Silicone
Polyurea ........
Petroleum
Sodium soap .....
Petroleum
.. Lithium 50&p .•... Dieter

2
2

2
3
2

-2.40f
-3.()l•

-3.16•

2.5
2.9

• 100 C, 3,600 rpm, 306 size open ball bearing. Adj111ted for load
and ~ from Eq. (5).
t Idem. 125 C.
t Idem. 150 C.
I 125 C, 20i size open ball bearing at 3,600 rpm.

in motor applications. A more-or-less typical value of
Ka = - 2.30 is seen for longer life greases, such as the
first five listed. For these long-life greases, Eq. [1] then
becomes

log Lo= -2.30

+ 2732450
+T

(2)

This relation assumes no significant change in grease
structure in the temperature range. With the first grease
listed, however, the lithium hydroxy stearate undergoes
a phase change at about 112-115 C to give a drastic life
reduction at higher temperatures. Equation [2] gives an
erroneous e.xtrapobtion for any temperatures above this

log Lo

= -2.30

+ 2i2-150
+T
3

- 0.301 Sa

If SG = 1.0, for instance, log L.i drops by 0.301 and the
iife La to be expected is only one-half that of the best
greases for which SG = 0. For SG = 2.0, e:-..-pected life is
one-fourth that of the better greases.
Interestingly, maximum grease life corresponding approximately to Kc = - 2.30 is provided by a variety of
grease types in Table 1. Included are silicone and petroleum
greases, lithium and sodium soaps, and a polyurea thickener. Relations found in this survey thus indicate that
similar ball bearing life can be expected with long-life
greases of each type, so long as the bearing is operating
within the temperature ceiling and any other speed or
load limits for the grease.
Despite the apparent life ceiling encountered in the
data of Table 1, no fundamental factors seem to eliminate
the possibility of longer life. Low oil evaporation rate, a
mechanically stable thickener system to give a Grade 2
consistency, and oxidation stability seem to partially
characterize the long-life greases now available. :\faximum
promise for future breakthrough would seem to be offered
by synthetic oils with low vapor pressure and inherent
oxidation stability at high temperature, as thickened with
some stable, nonsoap gelling agent.
Having the inherent life-temperature characteristic ef a
given grease from Eq. (3), the following sections develop
two life-shortening factors: the first related primarily to
speed, the second to load.

Decrease in grease life is almost universally encountered
with higher surface speeds in ball and roller bearings:
both with increasing rpm in a given size bearing, and with
larger diameters at a given rotational speed.
Test results indicate commonly an increase in grease life
by a factor of 1.25 for a decrease of 100,000 in DN value
for conventional deeir-groove, single-row Conrad ball
bearings (8). Expressing this effect of DN speed factor as
a fraction of the limiting (DN)L of approximately 270,000
for medium cross section (300 series) ball bearings gives
the following life from Eq. (3) for lightly loaded bearings:
log L =- -2.30

+ 2732450
+T

-0.301S0

DN
- 0.26 (DN)L

[4J

Bearing company recommendations, together ·with
electric motor application experience, lead to the following
(DN)L limits for several varieties of 300 series bearings.
SPEED LDDT,
(DN)£

range.

A corresponding subtraction factor Sa in Table 1 gives
the number of "half-lives" for each grease below the life
for Ko =- - 2.30_ Equation (2) can then be expanded as
follows to include greases of various composition:

[3J

Ball bearing, ABEC-1, steel cage ...............
Ball bearing, ABEC-1, phenolic cage ............
Ball bearing, ABEC-5 &: 7, phenolic cage ........
Cylindrical roller bearing ......................

.
.
.
.

270,000
330,000
400,000
200,000
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, 'T.his s~.rl limit is related to a v,ariety of other bearing
pesign and lubrication factors. With lighter cross section
00 series 'bearings, internal surface speeds are lower for a
ven DN value and (D.Y)r limits increase by approxiately 10 percent.
The phenomenon leading to this speed limit is an
interesting matter for speculation. As a tentative conclusion, centrifugal throw-off of grease from the inner ring
with increasing speed is believed eventually to reduce the
thickness of the lubricant tilm on the raceway below the
surface roughness. With lubricant fed to the balls from
an oil-soaked phenolic cage, the higher speed limit may
correspond to centrifugal throw-off of grease from the
balls. This same higher limit is provided by a few unique
channeling greases which give adherent lubricant coatings
on both cage pocket and ball surfaces. On the other hand,
speed limit values are about 35 percent lower with silicone
greases where the lower surface tension of the fluid phase
may result in easier throw-off of lubricant.
The relation in Eq. [4) corresponds to a 55 percent drop
in grease life in going from very low speed to the (D1V)L
limit. For most bearing applications, a rapid drop in life
should be expected above this speed limit in the absence
of specihc performance Ltial.!,.
The trend for a constant percentage drop in life with
equal steps of increasing speed has also been reported for
a channeling Grade 3 sodium grease (9). The multiplier of
0.26 in Eq. [4] seemingly held up to about 50 percent of the.
limiting speed with a lithium grease in a British study (10).
A pronounced drop in life was reported for higher speeds.

Load
Quantitative information on the influence of load on
unfort~ately very limited. Some conclusions
seem possible, however, from life data obtained in an
· extensive study with self-enclosed ball bearings under a
wide range of loads and speeds (9). The results suggested
that the amount of friction and the corresponding temperature generated in the working grease were affected by
the distribution and intensity of load on tae individual
balls and by the amount of bearing metal available to
conduct heat away.
Following this reasoning, frictional heat dissipation can
be taken approximately as proportional to rpm speed N
multiplied by diameter D and load W (Ref. (4), Eqs.
[3]-[4] and [3]-[5}). Load intensity at the ball-race contacts
is a function of specific dynamic capacity C which varies
with bearing size as indicated in Fig. l. This logic suggests
a load subtraction factor for grease life that involves the
term NDW/C•.
From the plot of Fig. 2, exponent n is given as approximately 2.0. Extension of Eq. [4] to include a final load
term then yields the following relation:
grease life is

log L = -2.30

+ 2732450
+ T -0.301S

0

DN
NDW
- 0.26 (DN)L -0.18 """"Cl

[SJ

60,t)()Q~--~---- ~~~~---~,
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200

fie. 1-5pecifk dynamic capacity

of ling!.-row, deep-gr-we baD Hci,..
iatl. Mlriln valuff fmm Ref. (4).

l"se of a higher viscosity oil in a grease, together with
better feedability, might lower the 0.18 coefficient obtained with the highly channeling grease employed in
Ref. (9).
This expression for influence of load unfortunately is
weakly based. The ordinate values for Fig. 2 are subsidiary
values obtained only after evaluating all other terms of
Eq. [5]. Logic for the relation appears satisfactory, however, and the value falling well below the trend line was
at . an elevated. temperature above the useful operating
range for the test grease.
.
Hopefully other data can be used in a future check on
this load factor. Meanwhile, Eq. [5] indicates only a minor
effect on grease life for the relatively light ball bearing
loads commonly used in electric motors and in most other
long-life industrial equipmenL An evaluation of the influence of extreme-pressure additives would be of interest
for high loads. At light loads, accelerated oxidation with
these additives would usually shorten the inherent grease
life as reflected in Ka.
GREASE LIFE EQUATION

For simplicity, the preceding relations can be combined
as follows in a revision of Eq. [5]:
log L

=

-2.30

+ 2732450
+T

- 0.301 S

6

Log of mean life L for long-life greases is given by the
first two terms on the right side of the equation as a
function of temperature. A half-life subtraction factor S
is then applied as the sum of a grease subtraction factor
So for shorter-life lubricants, speed subtraction SN, and
Ntwem.bw, I P74 LUBRICATION ENGINIUINO
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s = Sa+SN+s..

(7)

where

Sa

::s

SN

=- 0.864 DN/(DN)L

Grease half-life subtraction factor such as given in
Table 1

Sr= 0.61 _VDW/C'Figure 3 graphically summarizes these relations. The
lower curves of the family represent increasing subtraction
factors to account for higher loads, higher speeds, larger
bearings, or shorter inherent grease life.

for the logarith1u of grease lifP. ('2, 11). This tends to
conform with life relations developed here: logarithm of
life is the function most directly relatable to temperature,
speed, bearing size, and load. With thi.3 logarithmic
normal distribution, ~edian life is the geometric mean.
Grease life in half the bearings in population range above
· this geometric mean, half are below.
Spread found in grease life is commonly such that about
90_pe~cent ~~ _t!te ~arings '!Il~l'.r ~y~_n_oP.l'.~!ing_~!>_n~~tio_~
provide a · grea5e life longer than half of the geometric
mean. ThiS diStribution is f~ly tyP_iCa}Jcii_a wide vane_ty
open and double:-:sealed. beajn~, C! range o~
temperatures, -and a~_dif!:~~n_!_~s. With this spread of
values ma iog::iioimal distribution;-running time for only
1 percent failures drops to 28 percent of the geometric
mean. On this basis, the maximum regreasing period
should be set from a quarter to a half of the mean grease
life for most industrial applications. This corresponds to
increasing the subtraction factor S in Eq. (6) and in Fig. 3
by an additional 1.0 to 2.0.

.orgreiseS; :

Example

What is the mean life expected for a long-life petroleum
grease in a 312 si7.e single row, deep-groove ball bearing
(C =- 14,100 lbs) at 3,600 rpm, 80 C (176 F), 300 lbs
radial load? Following the relations given in Eqs. (6) and
[7], Sa=- 0.0, SN""' 0.57, Sr= 0.20, and S = 0.77. Mean
life in Eq. [6] then becomes 25,600 hrs. As discussed in the
next section, the maximum regreasing period should be set
at some fraction of this mean life to minimize the likelihood
of failures.

VARIAllUTY IN UN
---··----·-r-.--·- In reviewing life test experience in electric motors and
'in laboratory test spindles; normal· distribution was found

'
Joumal of IM American Society of lubricatto. Enginffrs

GENERALIZATIONS

Relations arising from this survey appear to offer
promise for general application. Considering the frequently
poor reproducibility of grease test results, the most reliable
use is likely to be realized in extrapolations from established operating conditions. H bearing temperature drops
from 80 to 60 C (176 to 140 F), for instance, the temperature· tenn in Eq. [6] indicates that a 160 percent increase
in grease life should be expected. This corresponds to
following a curve for a given S value in Fig. 3 from 80 to
60 C. Corresponding adjustments in regreasing schedules
might be judged from Eqs. (6) and [7), and Fig. 3, for
changes in bearing size, load and speed.
539
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ROLLWAV LUBRICATION MANUAL
Most commonly used greases utilize lithium, or other soaps, while some may
use modified-clay (bentone) thickeners. For all-around- use, the lithium soap
greases are employed for moderate temperature applications (up to 2250F),
while some of the newer lithium complex greases have melting (dropping)
points as high as 550°F, extending the performance range to 3500F or more.
Major lubricant suppliers offer different formulations for these temperature
ranges, making it advisable for the user to consult with the supplier's
engineering representatives. Also the volatility of the oil used affects the
useful life of the bulk grease applied to the bearing cavity, and the viscosity
of the oil affects the load-carrying capacity of the grease, so both must be
considered in the selection.
For use in roller bearings, grease must have the following properties:
(a) Freedom from chemically or mechanically active ingredients, such as
uncombined metals
or oxides, and similar mineral or solid contaminants.
(b) A very slow change in consistency, such as thickening, separation of oil,
evaporation or
.,
hardening during operation.
(c) A drop-point and melting point considerable higher than the operating
temperatures.
Operating temperatures must be carefully considered and controlled to
... ensure adequate grease and bearing life. Grease is subject to the general
rule that, above a critical temperature, each 15°F of rise in temperature cuts
the oxidation life of the lubricant in half.

•

11.0 SELECTION OF
LUBRICANTS

The method described in this section provides a means of selecting a
lubricant having the desired viscosity (or viscosity of oil contained in a
grease) to provide adequate film strength for lubricating the rolling contact
bearings in a given application. Realizing that there are usually other
components of the machine or application which may have somewhat
different requirements, but for economic and practical reasons all
elements are all lubricated by a common lubricant and lubrication system,
the final selection becomes the best compromise. using the method to
select the lubricant for the bearing as a factor in the final selection, the
· assistance of qualified technical personnel from a reputable petroleum
company should be engaged.
When an application imposes bearing loads that are not known or difficult
to determine the following "rules-of-thumb" constitute a good guide and
are based on xears of successful experience:

Radial- Ball &Cylindrical Roller .................... 70SayboltSeconds
Radial - Spherical Roller ........ : ................. 100 Saybolt Seconds
Thrust - Single and Double Acting Ball &
Cylindrical Roller ......................... 125 Saybolt Seconds
Thrust - Spherical Roller ........................ -· 150 Saybolt Seconds
Thrust - Cantilever & Multi-Stage Cylindrical Roller .... 160 Saybolt Seconds

20.
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.' Lutllicating Fl~!ds

11 CHARACTERISTICS OF LUBRICATING FLUIDS-The
. successful application- of lubricating fluids in ball bearings depends on the physical and chemical properties of
the lubricant as they pertain to the bearing, its application, installation, and general environmental factors.
• VISCOSITY-Generally, the most important single
property of a lubricating fluid is its viscosity. Viscosity is
e measure of the relative resistance of a fluid to flow.
The measurement of viscosity can be made by any of a
number of different instruments called viscosimeters.
In the United States, the most common unit of measure
is the Saybolt Universal Second (SUS). This is the time,
in seconds; .required for 60 c.c. of a fluid to flow through
a standardized orifice under a standard head, at a given
temperature. The common temperatures for reporting
viscosity are 100 and 210 degrees F. The higher the viscosity number, the greater the resistance to flow.
Experience indicates that a lubricating fluid with a
viscosity of at least 100 SUS at the operating temperature of the application will be adequate for normal
lubrication of the ball bearings.
• VISCOSITY INDEX-The ideal oil, as far as viscosity is
concerned, would be one with the same viscosity at all
temperatures. The perfect oil is non-existent-all become
less viscous (thin out) when heated and more viscous
(thicken) when cooled.
However, all oils do not vary in viscosity to the same
extent. Some thicken more rapidly, and also thin more
rapidly than others. The term "viscosity index" or VI
is used to rate oils according to their temperature iscosity behavior.
Oils with the highest viscosity index are more resistnt to, changes in viscosity with changes in. temperature than lower viscosity index oils. Obviously high
viscosity index lubricants are most suited for bearing
applications experiencing wide temperature variations.

11 POUR POINT- The pour point is the lowest temperature at which a fluid will flow or can be poured. It is important in applications exposed to low temperatures that
the lubricating fluid selected have a pour point lower than
the minimum ambient temperature.
11 OXIDATION RESISTANCE- The most important property of an oil from a quality standpoint is its chemical or
oxidation stability.
All lubricating fluids are subject to the continual
chemical combination with oxygen to form a multitude
of compounds. The initial reaction generally results in
the formation of unstable hydroperoxides which react
to form such compounds as alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, acids and oxyacids. Subsequently through polymerization and condensation reaction.:;, oil insoluble
gum, sludge and varnish will be formed which can
reduce bearing clearances, plug lines, increase operating temperature and further accelerate lubricant deterioration.
Lubricating fluids vary in ability to resist oxidation
effects. Oxidation stability is dependent upon the fluid
type, refining methods and whether or not oxidation inhibitors are present. In a circulating or splash system
the oxidation rate is not only a function of the oil, but also
of the operating conditions. Temperature, contaminants,
water, metal surfaces and agitation all favor oxidation
and all are present in lubrication systems.
Temperature is primarily an accelerator of oil oxidation. The rate of any chemical reaction including the
oxidation of hydrocarbons will double for every 18°F
increase in temperature. It is estimated that the life of
an oil will be decreased 50% for every 18°F temperature rise above 140°F and increased 50% for reductions
in temperature of 18°F below 140°F.
Metal, particularly copper, and copper containing
alloys are known catalysts for oil oxidation and their
catalytic effect is greatly enhanced by water or water
containing contaminants.
Quality lubricants, properly inhibited to resist oxidation and to deactivate the catalytic effect of some
metals are required if long effective lubricant life is to
be expected.
• ADDITIVES-Present day lubricating fluids are formulated with chemical additives to increase the viscosity
index, increase oxidation resistance, provide detergent
properties, resist corrosion, provide extreme pressure
properties, and lower the pour point.
• LUBRICATING-FLUID APPLICATIONS-Selection of
the proper viscosity oil for a given application is very
important. The following "Oil Viscosity Selection Chart"
is a guide to assist in this selection. This chart may be
used where light and medium load conditions and moderately high speeds and temperatures exist within the
specified range. Where unusual conditions occur, very
t1igl1 speeds, heavy loads, or temperat1irAs beyond the
·
specified range, consult with Fafnir Engineering.
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The five groups of greases previously listed along with their
test requirements in general apply to both ball and roller
bearing greases. Usually roller bearing lubrication requires a
somewhat softer grease, and a minimum ASTM worked penetration of 300 is often specified. All of the other requirements
such as oxidation stability, dropping point and dirt count apply
to greases for roller bearing as well as ball bearing applications.
In greasing rolling bearings the use of high pressure equipment is not only unnecessary but is actually undesirable
unless used with great care. High pressure may damage the
bearings, cause unnecessary loss of grease, create a danger
of overheating due to overgreasing and produce unsightly
conditions around the bearing. A ball or roller bearing in most
applications is assured of adequate lubrication if the level of
grease is maintained at 1/ 3 to 1/ 2 of the volume of the bearing or
bearing housing space. Any greater amount will, as a rule, be
discharged by the seals and be wasted.
If one is uncertain about the amount of grease in a bearing,
-the safe r.ule is to .add·grease slowly as the bearing operates
until the first sign of grease appears at either seal. If a pressure
fitting is used it should be removed after greasing as a precaution against retaining grease pressure. Any outward
motion of grease is an indication of pressure.
There may exist applications where it will be necessary to
grease the bearings with either more or less than the recommended 113 to 112 of volume. In applications where low torque
is a requirement the bearings may be lubricated with a very
small amount of grease. Similarly in applications where the
speed is very low and the bearing is exposed to excessive
amounts of dirt or moisture the bearing may be packed nearly
full.
Greases to be used in miniature bearings and instrument
bearings may require a lower Dirt Maximum per cubic cm ratio
than listed in the preceding table.

Greases considered satisfactory lubricants for rolling bearings
are combinations of soap or non-soap thickening agents,
mineral oil, and in many cases ingredients necessary to impart
special properties to the grease. Soaps such as sodium,
calcium, aluminum, lithium, barium, and non-soap thickening
agents such as silica and chemically treated clays are
generally used. Rust and oxidation inhibitors and tackiness
additives are often added to impart properties not normally
present in the grease. Sodium and mixed sodium-calcium
soap greases are considered good general purpose greases,
while calcium, lithium, and barium soap greases and the nonsoap greases are often used when water resistance is
necessary. However, calcium base greases are limited to

rather low maximum operating temperatures. The fluids used
in compounding these greases may vary in viscosity from 10
mm2/s at 38° C (60 SUS at 100° F) to over 431 mm2/s (2000
SUS). Special synthetic oils for non-petroleum fluids are used
to produce greases that can be used at extremely low and/or
extremely high temperatures. Be careful to avoid mixing
greases of different soap bases. In no case should petroleum
oils be mixed with synthetic oils, whether as oils themselves or
as oils in greases. Since the rust preventive in which SKF
bearings are packed is a petroleum product, the only
occasion for removing it is when the bearing is to be lubricated
with a synthetic oil. However, a synthetic hydrocarbon oil: is
miscible with a petroleum oil.

Operating Conditions
The previous information is given to guide the purchaser in
obtaining the most suitable grease for all bearings under a
given set of operating conditions. This guide is general in its
treatment due to the many variables involved. The following
comments should, therefore, be taken into consideration when
the selection of a lubricant is being made.
The demand of oil by the bearing depends of course, on
operating conditions-particularly that of temperature. Since a r
temperature rise of 8° to 11° C (14~.to 20°·F) c?n double the:
rate of oxidation, it is obvious that the lubrication problem at
the higher temperatures requires more careful consideration.
It would however be erroneous to conclude that a grease
suitable for a high temperature would also be successful at low
temperatures. In all probability, it would be too hard, therefore
channel excessively and fail to supply the oil required. On the
other hand, a grease which is too soft will have a tendency to
churn to a greater or lesser degree depending on bearing
design and quantity of grease. The selection of the most
suitable consistency of a grease is also dependent upon the
bearing design as indicated by practical experience. A grease
which gives the best result when used for one type of bearing
may not be as successful for another. The determining factor is
to what extent the bearing design permits the grease to reach
and remain in close contact with those surfaces of the bearing
which require lubrication and to what extent the grease is
capable of supplying oil to these points. In Figures 12, 13, and
14 further reference is made to this condition.

,,·,

';·'

From the foregoing it will be noticed that the proper consistency of the grease is an important consideration. It is
accordingly advisable to have a competent Lubrication
Engineer check all applications before taking any action which
is not supported by available experience.
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Mobn.oncorporation

P,O. BOX 1027
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 08540·0892
TECHNICAL SERVICE LABORATORIES

March 13, 1989

Mr. Z. Boxer, PSD 35FNW
Commonwealth Edison Co.
One First National Plaza
Chicago, IL 60690-0767

Dear Mr. Boxer:
The attachment confirms March 8 telephone discussions _between D.K.
Yoshida of NUTECH and C.R. Coe of Mobil regarding the similarity of
Mobilux EP Series greases.
Please advise us if we can be of any
further assistance.

R. R. TERC
Hanager
Lubricants Section

AEStupplebeen/jmm/2
Attachment
6864F
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SIMILARITY OF MOBILUX EP SERIES GREASES

Mo bi lux EP O, Mo bi lux EP 1 and Mobi lux EP 2 comprise a family of
unleaded, multi-service extreme pressure greases compounded with a
lithium 12-hydroxystearate soap base and a combination of mineral
oils.
These three greases are identical in composition, with the
exception of the re la ti ve amounts of base oi 1 and soap thickener.
The amounts and types of additives are identical, and the types and
ratio of base oils are identical. Mobilux EP O contains less lithium
12-hydroxystearate thickener and more base oi·l·- than Mobilux EP 1,
which in turn has the same relationship to Mobilux EP 2.
Following exposure to identica.l environmental conditions which
produce
thermal
or
radiation-induced
stresses,
the extent of
degradation of -t.he three greases (as measured by infrared scan or
penetration tests) is essentially equivalent.
For example, as part
of an EQ program recently run for Mobil according to the requirements
of IEEE 323-1983 and IEEE 382-1986, Mobilux EP 0 and Mobilux EP 2
were exposed to a sequence of normal radiation, thermal aging,
accident radiation and accident simulation.
At periodic milestones
through the test program, samples of the greases were evaluated by
IR scan and penetration testing.
The IR scans, which indicate
changes in chemical composition such as oxidation, showed equivalent
levels of degradation of the two greases.
Of course it must be
noted that Mobi lux EP O is an NLGI No. O consistency grade (soft)
while Mobilux EP 2 is an NLGI No. 2 consistency grade (firm).
Because their relative baseline consistencies are different, their
"post degradation" consistencies are as well. However, consistency
versus tfme curves were parallel for the two greases throughout the
test sequence.
In grease lubricated equipment, the base oil and additives provide
desired lubrication properties,. not . the thickener.
The amount of
thickener present affects the consistency, or stiffness of the
grease, and therefore its ability to stay put. -since Mobilux EP o,
Mobilux EP 1 and Mobilux EP 2 contain the same base oil and
additives, their' ability to lubricate a given ·piece of equipment is
essentially identical.
Data ·from the EQ program~ noted above
indicates that a similar degree of chemical _change occurred in
Mobilux EP O and Mobilux EP 2, therefore we conclude that they
retain
equivalent
lubricity
following
exposure
to
equivalent
stresses.
Assuming the equipment design will not permit a lubricant
of semi-fluid consistency to leak out, the environmentally stressed
Mobilux EP O will perform as well as the similarly stressed Mobilux
EP 1 and Mobilux EP 2.
·
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